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Executive Summary
Introduction
In 2015, OPM Group, an experienced independent evaluator, were commissioned by The
Reading Agency to evaluate the Reading Hack programme in the three years of its delivery. The
evaluation used mixed methods, combining national survey data with in-depth qualitative
research in five diverse case study locations – Croydon, Manchester, Staffordshire, Telford &
Wrekin and Hertfordshire. In the third year of the evaluation we included a schools-based case
study made up of four schools in Derbyshire, Essex, Brighton & Hove, and the West Midlands.
The evaluation explores:


The impact of Reading Hack on young people



The impact of Reading Hack on participating organisations (libraries and schools)



Insights and learning to inform future development of the programme

Reading Hack is a Reading Agency programme for young people aged 13-24 that brings
together reading-inspired activity, volunteering roles and peer-to-peer reading advocacy. The
programme aims to engage young people in reading by making it relevant to their passions
and motivations, and supporting their personal and skills development. Examples of how
young people have taken part in the programme include organising spoken word nights,
managing author events, setting up themed book clubs and planning Summer Reading
Challenge activity.
Reading Hack is closely aligned to the government’s vision for libraries as outlined in the 2016
‘Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021’ report. Reading Hack
has also been aligned to major national campaigns such as BBC #LoveToRead and Step Up to
Serve and has formed national partnerships with organisations including Duke of Edinburgh,
Prince’s Trust and Girlguiding. Libraries have also used Reading Hack to develop and build their
own local partnerships.
The success of the Reading Hack programme has demonstrated the demand for a coproduced, locally owned volunteering offer that young people can build and adapt for
themselves. Reading Hack has grown from year one to year three of the programme, with 53
library authorities in the first year rising to 170 library authorities in the third year. Across all
three years of the programme, 27,000 young people have taken part as volunteers, cultural
programmers and peer advocates, from 1,790 libraries across the UK.
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Impact on young people
Increased confidence is one of most prominent impacts of Reading Hack (87% average years 23) and is also a key motivator for joining the programme (57% average years 1-3). Young
people in our case study libraries described how being involved in Reading Hack presents them
with opportunities to build their confidence, be more independent and take initiative. This
confirms existing research findings that volunteering and social action are associated with
increased levels of confidence and self-esteem among young people1.
Most young people agreed that Reading Hack has improved their skills and employability (89%
average years 2-3). They highlighted transferable skills including teamwork, social skills,
leadership, planning and problem solving. Two of the most popular motivators for young
people joining the programme were improving CVs (72% average years 2-3) and learning new
skills (66% average years 2-3). Industry agrees that entry-level candidates who have voluntary
experience demonstrate more employability skills than those who do not2.
Many young people feel empowered by Reading Hack’s emphasis on youth-led projects and
co-produced activities. They feel they are trusted and have responsibility, whilst still receiving
the support they need. Young people often also found that Reading Hack increased their sense
of community belonging (82% average years 2-3). By encouraging young people to engage with
their local communities, Reading Hack helps address the policy aim of libraries to create
“stronger, more resilient communities”3.
Reading Hack’s impact on young people sharing the enjoyment of reading is notable. Most
young people stated that they have read more often since taking part in Reading Hack (58%
average years 2-3). There was also a noted increase in the breadth of genres young people
read. As a result, Reading Hack has the potential to support national curriculum priorities to
encourage young people to read for pleasure4.

Impact on organisations and staff
Across the three years, most library staff agreed that Reading Hack has been a successful
programme (62% average years 1-3). Broadly, we have found that Reading Hack can be an

1

2

3
4
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effective way to support strategic priorities including increased library usage and allowing
communities to support themselves.
Our case study research shows the programme is helping to develop a stronger youth-led or
co-production culture. Most library staff agreed that young people have been encouraged to
contribute creative ideas (87% average years 1-3) and that they actively sought feedback from
young people (81% average years 1-3).
The most significant challenge in delivering a successful Reading Hack programme appears to
be a reduction in funding and staff capacity, with many saying that it had created extra work
for them (47% average years 1-3). Through our fieldwork we found that this was often because
of time taken to train up and supervise young people. Despite this, library staff said that
activities such as the Summer Reading Challenge could not happen without the Reading
Hackers’ time and effort.

Key recommendations


Over the last three years, it has become apparent that the positive value and impact of
Reading Hack lies in its ethos of co-production with young people. Participating
organisations and The Reading Agency may want to consider ways in which they might
sustain the clear ethos of co-production and youth-led approaches within the flexible
delivery model.



Groups of young people of different ages worked especially well, as the older young
people could take on a mentoring or leadership role to support others.



Reading Hack provides libraries with a framework, ethos, and network of young people
and partners to get projects off the ground quickly, whereas libraries that do not have
an established Reading Hack programme often struggle to make the most of
opportunities that arise. Organisations with existing partnerships with similar goals
should consider maximising their partnership work to support Reading Hack delivery;
this brings benefits to both partners as well as to the young people involved.



Public libraries and school libraries within the same local authority should consider
working in partnership, if they are not already doing so. There is great potential for
sharing and referring young volunteers, in addition to joint projects.

Evaluation of the Reading Hack programme 2015-2018 is available to download in full from
www.readingagency.org.uk/young-people
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1. Introduction
Reading Hack is a five-year programme funded by the Paul Hamlyn Foundation. In the first two
years, The Reading Agency worked with young people, library and youth organisations to
develop the programme from concept to its delivery from April 2015. In 2015, OPM Group, an
experienced independent evaluator, were commissioned by The Reading Agency to evaluate
the Reading Hack programme from 2015 to 2018.
The Reading Hack programme aims to get young people aged 13-24 enthused about reading
by making it relevant to their passions and motivations, alongside supporting their personal
and skills development. Underpinning the Reading Hack programme is a co-production
approach to working with young people, and this approach has been embedded from the
earliest phase of programme development. The name, brand, concept and website5 were all
co-created with young people and young people are encouraged to lead the activities and
programme themselves. The term ‘hack’ comes from the Urban Dictionary definition: “a clever
solution to a tricky problem. To hack is to modify or change something in an extraordinary
way”. In this way, young people define their own reading experience through social activity.
An Anniversary Gift from the Paul Hamlyn Foundation6 in 2013 gave The Reading Agency the
opportunity to create and develop Reading Hack, which expands its work on Summer Reading
Challenge volunteering and the previous Big Lottery Reading Activists programme. In
comparison to those previous programmes, Reading Hack aims to include a wider age group
and demographic of young people, to develop their love of reading, confidence and sense of
agency. The programme also aims to enhance partnership development between libraries and
other youth and cultural sector partners, and equip organisations to increase reading
opportunities for young people and foster a youth-led approach to their work in this area.
Reading Hack was initially introduced in English Library Authorities in April 2015, and has more
recently been rolled out in library authorities and schools across England, Scotland and Wales.
Reading Hack has become embedded in the libraries’ sector as a sustained legacy for Paul
Hamlyn’s generous investment.
This report presents the findings of the three-year evaluation, focusing on:


The impact on young people



The impact on organisations (libraries and schools)



Transferable learning

Finally, we present recommendations for the future development of this work. The purpose of
the recommendations is to inform The Reading Agency’s next steps in programme

5
6
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development (including applying for further funding), and to support libraries, schools and
other organisations to deliver it locally.

2. Reading Hack in context
2.1 Policy context
The Reading Hack programme is aligned with strategic libraries, education and youth policy, as
described in a recent internal report produced for The Reading Agency by The National
Literacy Trust (NLT)7.

Libraries
The Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016-20218 vision document
from The Libraries Taskforce refers to Reading Hack and states its support for an increase in
programme participation and reach. The vision presents seven key outcomes for libraries,
which Reading Hack aims to help libraries achieve:
1. Cultural and creative enrichment
2. Increased reading and literacy
3. Improved digital access and literacy
4. Helping everyone achieve their full potential
5. Healthier and happier lives
6. Greater prosperity
7. Stronger, more resilient communities
The vision also highlights a need for libraries to strengthen partnerships with public, private,
voluntary and community sector organisations. Our evaluation indicates that Reading Hack
helps library authorities to do so, especially where partner priorities and interests are aligned.
As a result of Reading Hack, several strategic partnerships are now well embedded in libraries
and linked with Reading Hack activities, including the Duke of Edinburgh Award9 scheme and
the Arts Award10, in addition to local youth and cultural organisations in each location.
Reading Hack developed at a time of transition for the library sector with considerable debate
about what a new, modern library service might look like. Reading Hack has also had to grow

7

This Policy Context section draws heavily on the findings from the NLT report

8

Libraries Taskforce, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021, June 2017

9

https://www.dofe.org/

10
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in a context of constraints, where the impacts of both public spending cuts and the increased
use of digital tools to access knowledge (rather than printed books and other resources) have
been clearly felt across library authorities11. Local authority spending on libraries is under 1%
of England’s local government net expenditure (2014-2015)12 so libraries increasingly have to
come up with new and creative ways to deliver high quality and meaningful services costeffectively. Reading Hack is in a position to support libraries to do this, through working with
young people to co-produce innovative approaches to service delivery.

Education
Reading Hack aims to address the documented challenges around literacy rates in the UK, as
well as supporting several areas of the national curriculum, namely Citizenship, Personal,
Social, Health and Economic Education (PSHE), and English.
In relation to Citizenship in secondary schools, pupils are required to “develop an interest in,
and commitment to, participation in volunteering as well as other forms of responsible
activity, that they will take with them into adulthood”13. Over the past three years, Reading
Hack has aimed to provide an avenue for young people to engage in meaningful volunteer
activities that inspire and empower them to be active in their communities, taking a youth-led
or co-production approach.
Several of the themes relating to PSHE education in secondary schools are also relevant to
Reading Hack, namely: relationships (including opportunities to learn about positive
relationships and team working skills) and living in the wider world (including developing their
study and employability skills such as project planning, team-working and self-organisation)14.
These were some of the key anticipated outcomes from the Reading Hack programme, as
shown in the theory of change presented in Chapter 3.
In relation to reading and literacy, the national curriculum encourages schools to promote
reading for pleasure15, an aim which Reading Hack clearly supports. Reading Hack aims to
engage young people in reading in creative ways, reigniting their interest in books while also
providing them with opportunities to develop in other ways.

11 Macdonald, L (2012) A new chapter: Public library services in the 21st century Carnegie UK Trust
12

Department for Digital, Culture Media & Sport, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to
2021, accessed from https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-librariesin-england-2016-to-2021/libraries-deliver-ambition-for-public-libraries-in-england-2016-to-2021, June 2017

13

Department for Education, Citizenship programmes of study: Key Stages 3 and 4, September 2013

14

PSHE Association, Programme of Study for PSHE Education (Key stages 1–5), accessed from https://www.psheassociation.org.uk/curriculum-and-resources/resources/programme-study-pshe-education-key-stages1%E2%80%935, May 2017

15

Department for Education, The national curriculum in England: Key stages 3 and 4 framework document,
December 2014
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Employability and skills
Youth unemployment is decreasing in the UK, yet employers report that young people often
enter the workplace without the key skills they need. The recent CBI/Pearson Education and
Skills Survey found that when recruiting school and college leavers, employers consider their
attitude to work as being the most important factor, followed by aptitude for work, and then
general academic ability16. Similarly, a CIPD survey found employers rated teamwork,
communication, and understanding the local community as the top three employability skills17.
This indicates that employability skills are vital, and are often viewed as more important than
academic achievement, with key skills including working as a team, taking responsibility,
communication skills, time management and organisation, resilience, and self-regulation.
Step Up To Serve’s 2016 National Youth Social Action Survey found that six in ten (62%) young
people thought that participating in social action (including volunteering) would help them to
get a job, rising to 88% among those who already participate in social action on a monthly
basis18. This is also reflected in the experience of employers, with 67% reporting that entrylevel candidates who have voluntary experience demonstrate more employability skills than
those who do not19.
In line with this, Ofsted’s inspection framework includes “personal development” criteria
including employability skills, respect for others, and contribution to wider society, while
schools are also required to raise awareness of opportunities outside of school that could
support their careers in the future.
Reading Hack has clear links to these aims, and aims to provide significant opportunities for
young people to develop employability skills, confidence, and experience for personal
development and future employment.

Youth policy and social action
Youth policy in the UK aims to ensure that young people of all backgrounds can fulfil their
potential. Between 2010 and 2015, the key areas of focus included developing skills and

16

CBI/Pearson Education And Skills Survey 2017: http://www.cbi.org.uk/insight-and-analysis/helping-the-uk-thrive/
[Accessed 1 March 2018]

17

CIPD/Step Up To Serve Guide: Unlock new talent: How can you integrate social action in recruitment?
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/volunteering/social-action-guide [Accessed 1 March 2018]

18

Step Up To Serve, 2016 National Youth Social Action Survey: http://www.iwill.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/download-managerfiles/National%20Youth%20Social%20Action%20Survey%202016%20Final.pdf [Accessed 1 March 2018]

19

CIPD/Step Up To Serve Guide: Unlock new talent: How can you integrate social action in recruitment?
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/volunteering/social-action-guide [Accessed 1 March 2018]
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qualifications that lead to sustainable jobs, decreasing the number of young people not in
education, employment or training (NEETs) and increasing involvement in social action20.
Since 2015, with changes of government, this mission of supporting young people to fulfil their
potential has continued. Specific indications of support for this have included the Youth
Investment Fund which supports projects supporting young people in targeted disadvantaged
communities21, a new strategy for youth services22, and a commitment to ensure that young
people from every background and in every part of the country are ready and able to make the
most of opportunities post-Brexit23.
Despite a clear need and a statutory duty to provide services and activities for young people,
funding for youth services has been cut significantly in recent years. For example, a survey
conducted by the Local Government Association in 2015 found that 90% of English councils
had cut services for teenagers24. As a result of these challenges, local authorities have needed
to create new ways to deliver youth services. The Cabinet Office launched the Delivering
Differently for Young People programme in 2014 and expanded the programme in 2015/16 to
support local authorities in restructuring and redesigning their services to innovatively deliver
their statutory duty and improve outcomes for young people25.
Increasing youth social action in particular has been central to youth policy in the UK. The UK
government established National Citizen Service (NCS) in 2010 and the programme has grown
since then, with over 400,000 young people having now taken part. NCS is for 15-17 years olds
to take part in a 4-week programme of activities in their local community, culminating in their
own social action project. The government has also strongly committed to youth social action
by funding and support for the #iwill campaign by Step Up To Serve, which aims to make social
action part of life for as many young people as possible by the year 202026. The recent
independent Full Time Social Action Review27 for the Department for Digital, Culture, Media &
Sport (DCMS) looked at the challenges and benefits of young people committing to full-time
volunteering, finding that “committed forms of social action over an extended period have
20

Cabinet Office and Department for Education (policy paper), 2010 to 2015 government policy: young people,
updated May 2015
21

Cabinet Office (press release), Government delivers £80 million boost to help give young people the best start in
life, September 2016
22

Children and Young People Now, Government set to publish three-year youth strategy, accessed from
http://www.cypnow.co.uk/cyp/news/2002734/government-set-to-publish-three-year-youth-strategy, November
2016
23
Department for Education (authored article), Why I’m giving education a huge boost: article by Theresa May,
March 2017
24

Unison Local Government, A future at risk: Cuts in youth services, August 2016

25

Cabinet Office & Local Government Association, Delivering Differently for Young People: Transforming local
authority services for young people through new delivery models, January 2014

26

Step Up To Serve, About us [iWill] accessed from http://www.iwill.org.uk/about-us/, May 2016

27

Independent Full Time Social Action Review, 2018:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/679078/The_Steve_Holliday_Re
port.pdf
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been shown to play a critical role in developing a young person's life chances, improving job
prospects and wellbeing”. The review emphasised that the government could enhance their
support to public, private and third sector organisations in order to embed social action into
the lives of all young people in the UK.
Reading Hack’s focus on co-production with young people, and meaningful engagement in
local communities can support the development of important technical and social skills that
will help to equip young people for future opportunities, meeting several youth policy
priorities. In order for this to be the case, it is important that Reading Hack can reach a diverse
group of young people rather than only those who would already use libraries and take part in
volunteering initiatives anyway.

Youth emotional wellbeing and mental health
A 2017 international survey found that young people aged 15-21 in the UK have the second
lowest mental wellbeing out of twenty major countries.28 One in ten children needs support or
treatment for mental health problems, which are associated with lower educational
attainment, risky behaviours, and an increased risk of experiencing poor mental health in adult
life. Promoting resilience, prevention and early intervention are therefore high priorities for
mental health policy and practice in the UK.29
Several studies have found that volunteering and social action are associated with increased
levels of confidence and self-esteem among young people, providing a sense of purpose and
social connectedness.30 Indeed, Step Up To Serve recently found that young people
participating in social action have stronger personal networks and higher life satisfaction.31
Reading Hack provides opportunities for young people to work together and with adults to coproduce meaningful activities, playing a role in supporting emotional wellbeing among the
young people who take part.

Summary
Overall, the aims of Reading Hack are clearly aligned with several key strategic priorities in
libraries, education, employability, youth policy, and emotional wellbeing. The youth co-

28

Varkey Foundation, Generation Z: Global Citizenship Survey: https://www.varkeyfoundation.org/generation-zglobal-citizenship-survey [Accessed 1 March 2018]

29

NHS England / Department of Health, Future in mind: Promoting, protecting and improving our children and
young people’s mental health and wellbeing, 2015. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/improvingmental-health-services-for-young-people [Accessed 1 March 2018]

30

Institute for Volunteering Research, 2014, Review of evidence on the outcomes of youth volunteering, social
action and leadership: http://thirdsectorimpact.eu/site/assets/uploads/page/documents-forresearchers/TSI_impact-report_sports-leaders-literature-review-dec-2014.pdf

31

Step Up To Serve, 2016 National Youth Social Action Survey: http://www.iwill.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/download-managerfiles/National%20Youth%20Social%20Action%20Survey%202016%20Final.pdf [Accessed 1 March 2018]
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produced volunteering programme has the potential to support these policy areas by
providing young people with extra-curricular opportunities to grow and develop in a
collaborative environment.

2.2 The evolution of Reading Hack
Reading Hack built on the learning from two previous BIG Lottery programmes, HeadSpace and
Reading Activists, which observed that activity which actively involved young people in
decision-making were more likely to be successful. The Paul Hamlyn gift enabled The Reading
Agency to develop a new national programme to encourage young people to engage with
reading, with co-production as a central principle.
Co-production with young people was integral to the programme design and delivery from the
beginning. The Reading Hack concept was initially shaped through an in-depth feasibility study
conducted by Livity to identify a market, key drivers and competition for youth engagement,
and potential delivery models. The Reading Agency subsequently developed the detailed
concept through extensive consultation with 100 library staff and over 300 young people,
including many who either did not use libraries or did not self-identify as readers. There was
also input from the wider youth sector, in partnership with Youth Focus North West, who were
instrumental in linking Reading Hack to the wider youth agenda from the beginning.
Following the initial concept phase, groups of young people from across the UK took a lead
role in creating the overarching national name, brand design and promotional materials.
Reading Hack has also been co-produced locally, as young people have the freedom to develop
events, activities and campaigns that work for them and their community. Initially, Reading
Hack was conceived of as three separate strands of activity; peer promotion; volunteering and
group activity. These strands have subsequently merged and overlapped as young people have
taken local ownership and shaped it to suit their needs; now volunteering might be a group
activity, or young people might engage in a one-off project to engage their peers. Recognition
of the skills, experience and employment links that young people develop through being
actively involved has been a key factor in Reading Hack's success in libraries, so it is natural
that this would lead to different iterations of the project in different locations.
It was important from the outset that the governance framework for Reading Hack supported
its positioning in the wider youth sector. Reading Hack has benefitted from the strategic
challenge and insight of the National Youth Libraries Board (which The Reading Agency
manages on behalf of The Arts Council), with strategic membership from government, youth,
arts and culture. It has been more directly governed by a Strategy Group made up of key
funding and library partners, supported by a group of professional experts, and a Young
Advisors group of 40 young people aged 13-24. This governance framework has meant that
Reading Hack has remained strategically aligned to a fast-moving youth policy context; in
particular, the increasing focus on youth volunteering following the launch of the Step Up To
Serve campaign. With the support of the National Youth Libraries Board, Reading Hack
Strategy Group and the youth advisory panel, the Reading Hack team were able to identify key
priorities and benefits around youth volunteering and build them into the programme
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structure over time. This approach has enabled libraries to embed youth volunteering as part
of the landscape of rapidly changing library operating models.
Partnership work has also been a key element of Reading Hack's evolution and success. The
Reading Agency already has a wide partnership base across the library, education and health
sector, but the Reading Hack team also worked hard to forge new partnerships with
organisations such as Duke of Edinburgh's Award, V-inspired, Girl guiding and Prince's Trust, to
expand the reach of the programme, test new ways of working and develop a range of
opportunities for young people to get involved. This means that although most young people
still volunteer through libraries, they are also able to use their volunteering skills and
experience to gain awards, promote reading elsewhere and become champions within their
communities. Reading Hackers are able to use their volunteering to achieve Duke of
Edinburgh's Awards, Girlguiding badges, and to secure work experience, college and university
places and even full-time jobs.
Alongside youth volunteering, The Reading Agency also supported young people’s activity by
supporting national opportunities and providing small amounts of funding. The Call for Ideas
offers up to £500 for six groups of young people across the country to run an event, campaign
or other activity that they think will make people want to read more. In 2018, groups of young
people have used Call for Ideas funding to record a podcast, host a silent disco, run a
Shakespeare festival, deliver poetry workshops in their school and much more. The Projects
Fund is a smaller funding pot aimed primarily at young people who want to plan one-off
activities in their libraries such as Summer Reading Challenge activities, spoken word nights or
book-themed baking competitions. The Reading Agency supports young people to organise
and run these projects by providing event planning and budget guides, press releases,
checklists and posters.
The Reading Agency has also used the Reading Hack programme to provide greater access to
books and authors through the organisations partnerships with major publishers. Through
these partnerships young people were able to run author events, interview well-known writers
and receive advance review copies of upcoming releases to read and review. One popular
example of author engagement was The Popcorn Sessions. This national opportunity gave
groups of young people the opportunity to interview their favourite authors over email; groups
received copies of the author’s latest book and a popcorn maker, then discussed the story and
came up with questions for the author.
Reading Hack is now a locally owned offer, driven by young people and easily adaptable across
settings and communities. The Reading Agency supports activity with resources for staff and
young people offering support on volunteering, event planning, sharing reading with others
and lots more. There is a youth-facing website www.readinghack.org.uk, where young people
can share their ideas and advice with their peers. Most importantly, a nationally recognised
brand ensures young people feel part of a wider movement.

2.3 Reading Hack in numbers
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Reading Hack has grown year on year, from 53 library authorities in the first year to 170 in the
third, recruiting a total of 27,000 Reading Hackers.

PARTICIPATING LIBRARY AUTHORITIES
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
170

163
53

Despite this trend, both the number of participating libraries and Reading Hackers peaked in
the second year, at 1,790 libraries and 10,767 volunteers, before decreasing slightly in year 3
to 1,572 libraries and 10,547 volunteers.

PARTICIPATING LIBRARIES
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

1790

1572

621

PARTICIPATING READING HACKERS
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

10767

10547

5686

Across the three years of the evaluation, the vast majority of Reading Hackers have been
female, though male participation increased slightly by the third year.

READING HACKERS BY GENDER
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
75%

25%

24%

Male
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Reading Hackers of secondary school age, aged between 13 and 15, have consistently been the
largest group, shortly followed by 16 to 19-year olds.

READING HACKERS BY AGE
Year 1

47%
6%

4%

58%

Year 2

52%

Year 3

41%

33% 39%
6%

4%

12

13-15

16-19

5%

6%

20-24

As the chart below demonstrates, reading-inspired activities for children have been the most
popular with Reading Hackers. While participation in most of the activities has decreased
slightly from year 2 to year 3 of the evaluation, supporting the Summer Reading Challenge has
grown. Peer-to-peer advocacy is also notably strong, with around a third of young people
saying they had promoted reading to their friends and a third saying they had recommended
Reading Hack.

AS PART OF READING HACK I HAVE...
Year 2

Year 3

87% 95%
63% 59%
9%

22%
6%

13%

22%

13%

10% 5%

Supported the
Supported
Supported
Been part of a Planned and run Done readingSummer Reading
activities for activities for older regular Reading events with other based hacks from
Challenge
younger children
people
Hack group
Reading Hackers the Reading Hack
website
36%
19%
10%

33%

30%
12% 10%

26%

25%
17%
7%

7%

Entered
Promoted reading Promoted reading Recommended Signed up to the
Visited the
competitions and to my friends
on social media Reading Hack to Reading Hack
Reading Hack
prize draws
my friends
website
website regularly
(at least monthly)

2.4 The future of reading Hack
The success of the Reading Hack programme has demonstrated the demand for a youth-coproduced, locally owned volunteering offer that young people can adapt to fit their needs,
interests and ambitions. The programme has demonstrated that social action is a key driving
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force in engaging young people with reading; roughly 58% of young people agreed that their
involvement in Reading Hack had made them want to read more.
Reading Hack has supported the library sector to embrace youth social action, with over
10,500 young people taking on Reading Hack roles in 2018, embedding social action in the
children's and young people's offer in over 170 UK library authorities. Reading Hack has also
been instrumental in creating a culture change in the ways that libraries work with young
people, with co-production with young people to shape activity now the accepted ‘norm’.
Going forward, The Reading Agency will continue to promote the model of youth co-produced
social action, with a more blended approach to young people’s work, combining the learning
from the programme with other initiatives, for example developing reading activity linked to
their young people’s mental health programme Reading Well.
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3. Evaluation methodology
3.1 Aims and objectives
The evaluation explored:


The impact of Reading Hack on young people



The impact of Reading Hack on participating organisations (libraries and schools)



Insights and learning to inform future development of the programme

At the outset, OPM Group facilitated the co-production of a Theory of Change model through
surveys and a workshop with library and youth professionals and The Reading Agency. This
helped to provide an overview of the programme and how it was expected to work,
encouraged stakeholders to identify the outcomes that are most important, and developed a
clear framework for gathering evidence of impact, with a consistent focus on those identified
outcomes. The agreed outcomes for young people and organisations are summarised below in
Figure 1 and Error! Reference source not found., and these outcomes formed the basis of our
evaluation activities and lines of enquiry. The full theories of change can be found in the
appendix.
Alongside capturing impact, the evaluation also aimed to understand what works about
Reading Hack and how it engages young people with reading. This means understanding how
local libraries and young people are approaching the programme in different areas; the extent
to which it is a high-quality opportunity for young people to get involved with; and how library
authorities can work successfully with limited resources to deliver the programme and
overcome challenges.
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Figure 1: Intended outcomes for young people

Figure 2: Intended outcomes for organisations

3.2 Evaluation activities and approach
The evaluation used mixed methods, combining national survey data with in-depth
qualitative research at six case study sites. In addition, in year two of the evaluation we
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delivered peer research training to groups of young people, to equip them to carry out their
own research, whether for this evaluation or in the future.
The national surveys were administered by The Reading Agency and sent to young people and
library authorities twice per year. The surveys for young people were originally designed as
baseline/exit surveys (with a small number of reflective questions), but due to methodological
challenges in year one32, they were changed to include only reflective questions in year two
and three.
The numbers of qualitative evaluation participants varied from year to year, due to the ways in
which the programme was evolving and being delivered in each case study location. There
were particular challenges during year two of the evaluation for several reasons including:
library restructures; staff sickness; the Reading Hack delivery model evolving in some libraries;
and low numbers of young people being available at the time of the evaluation activities.
However, during year three many of these challenges were addressed and we ended the
evaluation with higher numbers of participants from which to draw our conclusions and
findings. The table below shows the evaluation activities and numbers of participants for each
year of the evaluation.
Table 1: Total numbers of evaluation participants

Participants

Numbers year one
(2015-2016)

Numbers year two
(2016-2017)

Numbers year three
(2017-2018)

Qualitative data collection:
Libraries engaged (within 5
case study sites)
Schools engaged (as part of
a single schools-based case
study)
Libraries: Young people
who took part in a groupbased guided reflection
session
Libraries: Young people
interviewed one to one (or
in pairs or small groups)
Libraries: Young people
who received peer research
training

32

8

5

17

N/A

N/A

4

12

8

49

27

10

23

N/A

13

N/A

When analysing the quantitative data in year one, we compared baseline and exit responses in addition to
analysing reflective questions. However, most young people gave relatively high scores in their baseline responses
which made it difficult to measure change between baseline and exit data. This is a well-documented challenge of
surveying soft skills with young people in that they are often keen to give responses from the beginning of a
programme that they feel will be pleasing. To counteract some of this bias, we drew on the reflective survey
questions instead, which challenged the young people to think about the scope of their experience and look back
on the actual impact they felt it had had on them.
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Schools: Young people who
took part in a guided
reflection session
Libraries: Staff members
interviewed
Schools: Staff members
interviewed
Stakeholders interviewed

N/A

N/A

12

17

12

12

N/A

N/A

4

1

2

7

497

412

679

122

89

32

53

167

175

Quantitative data collection:
Surveys completed by
young people
Surveys completed by staff
in local libraries and schools
Surveys completed by
participating library
authority representatives

The young people we spoke to ranged from 12 to 24 years of age, but the majority were aged
14-16. The majority of young people were female.

3.3 Introducing the six case studies
During year one of the evaluation, four case study sites were selected as the focus of the
qualitative research. They were invited to take part by completing an expression of interest,
and decisions were made based on their level of engagement in the programme and the need
to have a mix of locations across England. In each subsequent year of the evaluation, one more
case study was added, so in year three there were a total of six case studies. They were:
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Croydon (years 1-3)



Hertfordshire (years 2-3)



Manchester (years 1-3)



Staffordshire (years 1-3)



Telford & Wrekin (years 1-3)
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A schools-based case study made up of four schools in Derbyshire, Essex, Brighton, and
West Midlands (year 3)

Figure 3: Locations of the case study sites: five library authorities and four schools

Croydon
Croydon is an outer London borough and therefore a very urban location. Until January 2018
Croydon Libraries were part of Carillion managed services (a private sector integrated services
provider, who also managed Ealing, Harrow & Hounslow Libraries as part of the group). Since
the collapse of Carillion in January 2018, library services have been brought back under the
management of Croydon Borough Council.
Croydon Libraries have been running the Summer Reading Challenge for several years, with all
13 libraries across the borough taking part, involving over 100 young volunteers each year.
They set up a Reading Hack group in Croydon Central Library in January 2016, starting with a
group of 7 young people aged 12-15, all of whom had been involved in previous activity such
as summer volunteering. The group met fortnightly and delivered several successful creative
literature-themed events for young children. However, problems with retention, and the staff
capacity needed to keep the group going, caused several challenges for library staff. As a
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result, some significant changes to the Reading Hack programme were introduced, leading to
the launch of Library Ambassador roles in September 2017.
Library Ambassador roles have been designed to help libraries to deliver existing activities,
while also providing opportunities for young people to gain skills and take ownership of a
range of initiatives. The roles include: Events Ambassador (supporting library staff in delivering
events and activities including Summer Reading Challenge); Campaign Ambassador
(encouraging young people, children, and adults to take part in library campaigns); Tech
Ambassador (assisting library customers in using ICT, and helping with Code Club sessions);
and Reporting Ambassador (providing feedback and suggestions about library services).
One of the first activities was for a group of Events Ambassadors to come together to put on a
poetry event as part of Spread the Word’s ‘Young people’s laureate for London’ tour33.
Although Croydon libraries would like to continue to run youth-led events like this, they
envisage that the Library Ambassadors programme is likely to evolve into an ongoing volunteer
programme, embedded within existing library services.
Reading Hack is currently coordinated by one staff member, but with the launch of the Library
Ambassadors programme, there are plans for library staff more broadly to embed young
volunteers in all libraries, to ensure youth-led activity is more sustainable in the long-term.

Hertfordshire
Hertfordshire is a County Council north of Greater London with a mixture of urban and rural
areas. Following the success of two Reading Hack pilots at Stevenage and Watford in year 1, it
was decided to roll the programme out across all tier 1 and tier 2 libraries, making up 30 of
Hertfordshire’s 46 libraries.
Reading Hack activity in Hertfordshire takes the form of youth volunteering roles, with
volunteers managed at a local level. To facilitate this, Reading Hack Coordinators are in place
across the 30 libraries to mentor and support the volunteers. The emphasis on volunteering is
consistent with Hertfordshire’s strategic focus on increasing the number of volunteers active
locally; the Council had already decided to build up a strand of youth volunteering in libraries
when Reading Hack was launched.
Reading Hack varies across the county, from Duke of Edinburgh volunteers in some sites to
large groups planning events elsewhere. All volunteering by young people is branded as
Reading Hack. Activities delivered by Reading Hack volunteers include: Baby Rhyme Time,
Creative Space design and launch, Shelf Help launch event, Chatterbooks, library
refurbishment design, and other localised examples of group and individual activity. Some
volunteers engage in reading-inspired activity, such as creating displays; volunteers commonly
assist with general library duties as well.

33

https://www.spreadtheword.org.uk/projects/ypltour/ The Association of London Chief Librarians and The
Reading Agency were both project partners for the Young people’s laureate for London tour.
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There are more than 300 Reading Hackers in Hertfordshire. Recruitment was halted during
year 3 as all available places were filled. The staff member responsible for rolling out Reading
Hack commented on her pride at how quickly the programme was embraced by everybody:
“you can see it making a difference”.

Manchester
Manchester has 23 libraries, including the newly refurbished Central Library. Having delivered
a volunteering programme during the Summer Reading Challenge for several years,
Manchester extended this to develop a year-round offer for young people.
Reading Hack was initially delivered through Reading Hack groups in two libraries (Longsight
and Withington). The aim was to set up Reading Hack groups in six libraries in total, as well as
year-round volunteering roles. However, the plan shifted during delivery towards having a
variety of year-round Reading Hack volunteering roles in all libraries. Reading Hack is applied
flexibly in Manchester, being used alongside other brands or schemes, for example Fun Palaces
or Wolfson-funded digital tools. In practice, it is used as a label for any young person
volunteering in a library. Reading Hackers volunteer on a variety of projects: digital and craft
activities, code club, event planning and delivery, library tasks.
There were changes in staff responsibility for Reading Hack, as well as sick leave that impacted
on our ability to collect data during years two and three of the evaluation. The current Reading
Hack coordinator divides her time between Reading Hack and project managing library
refurbishments.
The overall aim of Reading Hack in Manchester is to increase the impact young people can
have, to make best use of young people as a resource while encouraging them to engage with
each other and the community more widely.

Staffordshire
Staffordshire is a large rural county in the West Midlands. There are 42 libraries in total split
into 6 geographic clusters. 15 of these libraries are community-managed. Reading Hack here
covers a range of activities, from traditional volunteering (shelf stacking, making displays) and
reading-inspired activities (Christmas, Valentines, Harry Potter, Shakespeare Week) to youthled projects and events including A Place Free of Judgement, Emerge Festival, Fun Palaces,
summer volunteering, Staffordshire Snap and the Young Teen Fiction Awards.
Some libraries offer formal volunteering roles while others take a more informal approach
where volunteers choose what they would like to do.
Reading Hack also provides Staffordshire libraries with a structure through which to support
Staffordshire County Council's priority outcomes for the people of Staffordshire:
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Be able to access more good jobs and feel the benefits of economic growth;



Be healthier and more independent; and



Feel safer, happier and more supported in and by their community.
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Telford & Wrekin
Telford & Wrekin is a unitary authority, with a mixture of urban and rural areas. There are nine
libraries: five run by the Local Authority, and four community libraries. Reading Hack group
activities now run at Wellington Library (having previously taken place at Southwater Library in
Telford), undertaking reading-inspired activities.
The Reading Hack group follows on from a history of running similar groups for young people
over the last 10 years. The Reading Hack group began with 12 young people aged between 11
and 15 years, and during the course of 2016 that changed to about 8 Reading Hackers who
attended regularly, meeting three times a month. Some Reading Hackers moved on due to
other commitments, and there are currently 6 Reading Hack volunteers meeting monthly.
The evaluation research was limited in Telford and Wrekin during the second year of the
evaluation due to a major service reorganisation which in late 2016 led to several libraries
becoming community run by town and parish councils. The responsibility for coordinating
Reading Hack moved to a new role in 2017, the Library Development Officer for Children and
Young People.
This has led to changes in how Reading Hack is delivered, shifting from creative projects and
peer-engagement towards supporting younger children to engage with the library and reading.
For example, previously Reading Hackers could complete their Arts Award and take part in a
range of creative projects, which included creating an app and pop-up book about their local
area and a poetry-based film to encourage young people to read. Young people participating in
Reading Hack in the third year have planned and delivered activities for children, such as
monster-themed events for Halloween, and Christmas events, with accompanying displays.

Schools
In the third year of the evaluation we expanded our fieldwork to school libraries. This
consisted of four case studies:
Dormston School in Dudley is a mixed secondary school in the West Midlands. The school
library has focused on breaking down barriers between different age groups, with a
collaboration between the teachers’ and pupils’ reading groups, along with parent-pupil
reading sessions. They have also maintained strong links with the public library, working
together on the Dudley Teen Book Awards. In terms of reaching out to disengaged readers,
they have put on a joint library/ art department project to encourage reluctant readers to
produce a reading-inspired ceramic piece of work that will be displayed in the school library.
St John Payne is a mixed Catholic comprehensive in the centre of Chelmsford, Essex. The
school strongly supports reading for pleasure, with Years 7-9 having 15 minutes ‘drop
everything and read’ time every day. The school library has two reading groups which have
naturally formed into different year and gender groups. They have used Reading Hack
materials to carry out activities such as creative writing or interviewing authors. The Reading
Agency supported this by connecting the author and the school, arranging for free books to be
sent and publishing the interview on the Reading Hack website. In an innovative collaboration
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with the school’s PE department, the library has run Sports Readers sessions which spend half
an hour doing sport and half an hour doing reading-inspired activities.
Highfields School is a mixed comprehensive in Matlock, Derbyshire. Since 2016, the school
library has had two Reading Hack groups which focus on sharing their love of reading, both
among themselves and through writing recommendations for the teen section of the library.
They have also hosted a reading-inspired bake-off and interviewed authors through The
Reading Agency’s partnerships with publishers.
Varndean School is a mixed secondary school in Brighton and Hove. They have had a Reading
Hack book group since January 2017. The group is composed of Year 10 and 11 students. While
their primary focus has been to share opinions on books within their group, they have also
created a peer-to-peer advocacy project called Blind date with a book; this anonymously pairs
fellow pupils with a book based on previous books they have enjoyed. The reading group were
selected for a Popcorn Session at the end of the school year, interviewing Jason Wallace. The
school librarian has also used Reading Hack to brand his end-of-term enrichment week activity,
involving a visit to the local public library and activities with illustrator Chris Riddell.
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4. Impact on young people
This chapter covers the main findings from the six case study areas as well as data from the
surveys. It combines qualitative and quantitative data to understand the impact of Reading
Hack on young people taking part. We start by exploring the motivations and expectations
amongst the young people we spoke to. The main part of this chapter reports against each of
the outcomes identified in the Theory of Change model for young people:


increased employability and raised aspirations;



long lasting enjoyment and engagement with reading, and;



improved well-being.

The survey-based findings provide broad insight based on the responses from young people
and libraries nationally, while the case study findings provide in-depth insights into what may
be behind the patterns and trends identified in the survey responses.

4.1 Motivations
Young people chose to take part in Reading Hack for many different reasons. The graph below
illustrates young people’s motivations based on reflective questions asked in each year of the
evaluation.

I DECIDED TO TAKE PART IN READING
HACK TO...
Year 1
70% 75% 74%

Year 2

Year 3

67% 65% 66%
51% 50% 48%

Improve my CV

Learn new skills

59% 61%

56% 58% 60%

52%

Meet new people

Make a positive
difference in my local
area

Try something
different

53% 48%
45%

Have fun

58% 58%
23% 18%

Gain confidence

60% 63% 60%

Read more*

10% 6% 6%
Encourage others to Other (please specify)
read more*

*’Read more’ and ‘encourage others to read more’ did not appear as choices in the first
year’s survey.
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Over the three years and across the case study sites, young people had numerous different,
sometimes overlapping motivations for joining Reading Hack, though these can be broadly split
into three different categories: professional, civic and social.

Professional
The data above reveals that the most popular motivating factors for young people across all
three years involved improving CVs and learning new skills. Our qualitative findings confirmed
this indicating that young people taking part both understood and valued how this opportunity
could help them prepare for future jobs or further education. For many young people the
initial motivation for joining Reading Hack was to gain professional experience or skills, having
been recommended to it through work experience or the Duke of Edinburgh scheme. Many of
them reported being told that volunteering ‘looks good on the CV’. Although they were initially
driven to build their CV, these young people often continued beyond their required placement
for civic and/or social reasons. (For more detail see “Future plans and aspirations” below)
“I got involved with the library because I wanted to do some extra activities, to
spend my time and build up things to write on my UCAS form.” - RH participant,
Croydon

Civic
Many young people decided to take part in Reading Hack out of a feeling of civic or
philanthropic duty. As can be seen in the data above, most young people joined Reading Hack
to make a positive difference in their local area, and this has increased slightly from year 1 to
year 3. In our qualitative research, Reading Hack volunteers frequently described feelings of
joy seeing people of all ages enjoying activities in the library. It is also worth noting that it has
been these individuals who tend to be the longest-serving volunteers. (For more detail see
“Sense of citizenship, community awareness and involvement” below)
“Helping out is a rewarding experience.” – RH participant, Manchester

Social
Some young people described libraries as welcoming places away from home and school
where they can relax and socialise independently. In the data above, we can see that a
significant proportion of young people joined Reading Hack to have fun or meet new people.
In our qualitative research we found that young people were keen to meet people across a
range of ages, from children to adults. In some cases, they had a particular desire to work with
children because they enjoyed using their imagination to come up with ideas for them, or
because they found delivering activities for younger children a less daunting prospect than
doing so for their peers or adults. This was particularly prominent in libraries with reading
groups or projects with a team work element, as they would often design events or activities
targeted at younger children. (For more detail see “Communication skills” below)
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“With the reading group you get to meet and talk to new people.” – RH
participant, Staffordshire

4.2 Increased employability and raised aspirations for young
people
Skills development overall
The case study research reveals that both the young people themselves and the library staff
who work with them believe that Reading Hack is helping young people develop transferable
skills in teamwork, leadership, and confidence. As shown in the chart, survey findings strongly
support this finding; most young people in years 2 and 3 of the evaluation agree or strongly
agree that Reading Hack has increased their skills. We explore the reasons behind these
findings in detail below.

IT'S INCREASED MY SKILLS
Year 2
51%
38%

40%

48%

1%
Strongly agree

Year 3

Agree

2%

Disagree

10%
0%

9%

0%

Strongly disagree

Not sure

Confidence, independence and taking initiative
Increased confidence in young people has been one of the most prominent impacts of
Reading Hack across the three years.

IT'S INCREASED MY CONFIDENCE
Year 2
50%
35%

42%

Year 3

47%

13%
1%
Strongly agree

Agree

2%

Disagree

0%

9%

0%

Strongly disagree

Not sure

This trend is backed up by the different case study sites. This confidence was mainly in the
form of them feeling more comfortable talking to people they did not know, feeling less
nervous or shy in new situations, pushing themselves to learn new skills and adapting to a new
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environment beyond school and home. Arguably, confidence also plays an important part in all
of the observed employability skills.
Many young people described beginning the Reading Hack programme rather shy and
reluctant to talk to others, but through structured activities and socialising, had been able to
increase their self-esteem.
“Reading Hack helps – it brings to light your lack of confidence and also offers the
opportunity to fix it.” – RH participant, Manchester
In a smaller number of cases, young people described only a minor change in their confidence,
stating that they were already confident when they started Reading Hack. However, it is also
worth noting that in some cases where young people self-reported as confident, library staff
commented that they had begun the process shy and only later opened up.
The means by which Reading Hackers improved their confidence varied according to the
activities they took part in. For those involved in youth-led projects or events, they became
more confident in terms of leadership and taking responsibility. They also gained confidence
around sharing their ideas with a group without fear of judgement or failure.
“You have more faith in yourself. You think ‘Oh, I did that last time. Maybe I can
do this.’ You can push the boat out because you know that they’ll receive it well.
You put yourself out there more and be more creative.” – RH participant,
Staffordshire
For Reading Hackers involved in year-round library volunteering or summer volunteering, they
gained confidence through their frequent social contact with the public. This is covered in
more detail below under “communication skills”.

Repairing damaged self-esteem
Some young people have not moved simply from shyness to confidence, but from severe low self-esteem
to reaffirmed faith in other people. In Croydon for example, a young person who reported being a victim
of discrimination was embraced by the library and other volunteers and involved in the team activities,
making friends along the way.
“I got discriminated last year and my confidence went really low, my self-esteem went really
low, so this really helped me build this up again by not being scared of people anymore,
because I went into a shell, I wouldn’t speak to anyone I didn’t know any more.” - RH
participant, Croydon
Reading Hack not only gave this young person renewed confidence, but through working with children
has inspired them to pursue a career in paediatrics.
Similar impacts were observed in school libraries undertaking Reading Hack. For some of the
young people this involved confidence in their ideas, for example through reading-inspired
creative writing outside of a classroom setting or being able to openly debate opinions on
books with their peers. At a couple of the libraries, pupils took on roles as volunteer librarians.
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Both library staff and the pupils themselves observed an increase confidence as a result of
having to talk to students of all different ages and both genders; for most of their school
experience they primarily have opportunities to talk to students in their own year groups and,
more specifically, those within their friendship groups which are usually single-sex.
Volunteering, confidence and wellbeing
Aimee, age 15, is a young carer who experiences anxiety. She started volunteering through
Reading Hack at her local library two years ago. Here she explains the impact it has had:
“My youth worker suggested I try volunteering to help overcome my shyness of talking to new
people. I struggle with anxiety so doing the volunteer program was always going to be hard,
but being a volunteer has helped me overcome my fears and given me the chance to learn
about different parts of the library. I'm a young carer, and it just helps me to have that extra
time to be myself when I volunteer, even if it's just for two or three hours twice a week.
When I first started volunteering, I attended a launch event for Reading Ahead, where people
have to read six things by a certain date. Now I help run the toddler bounce and rhyme group
on a Tuesday afternoon, and I help to run the events my library does during the Summer
Reading Challenge.
I love reading. I love to read anything to do with medical things, mysteries and especially books
in a series that all link to each other. Being around all the books and listening to the children
talk about books makes me so intrigued to read them. I wish I could read them all!
Volunteering has definitely benefited me. It's given me more confidence to talk to people I
don't know. I wouldn't necessarily have done that before I started volunteering two years ago.
I plan to carry on volunteering during the summer for as long as I can. It's the best thing I have
ever done. In fact, I've just filled in the form to volunteer again this summer - this year will be
my third year. I plan to use this experience on my CV to help me with my future career; I'm
going to college next year and I want to work with children, so having this experience will be
amazing.
To anyone who is thinking about volunteering in their library I would say, DO IT! You won't
regret it.”
The evidence above on Reading Hack’s impact substantiates the Institute for Volunteering
Research’s finding that volunteering and social action are associated with increased levels of
confidence and self-esteem among young people34.

34

Institute for Volunteering Research, 2014, Review of evidence on the outcomes of youth volunteering, social
action and leadership: http://thirdsectorimpact.eu/site/assets/uploads/page/documents-forresearchers/TSI_impact-report_sports-leaders-literature-review-dec-2014.pdf
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Team working
Across the three years, young people have reported on how Reading Hack has improved their
team working skills.

I ENJOY WORKING WITH OTHER
YOUNG PEOPLE AS PART OF A TEAM
Year 2
35%

38%

35%

33%

30%

Year 3
29%

0%
A lot more

A bit more

About the same

0%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

I'M GOOD AT LISTENING TO OTHER
PEOPLE
Year 2
33%

37%

33%

34%

33%

Year 3
29%

0%
A lot more

A bit more

About the same

0%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

In the survey data above, we see that more than two thirds of survey respondents in Y2 and Y3
reported increased enjoyment in working with other young people as part of a team and
increased listening skills as a result of participating in Reading Hack.
In terms of our qualitative research, Reading Hackers in Croydon, Telford and Staffordshire
described learning a great deal of teamwork skills through collaborative projects and
volunteering alongside each other. Some young people often referred to their previous bad
experiences with groupwork in school and how Reading Hack’s sociable atmosphere had
allowed them to see teamwork as a positive thing. While young people in Staffordshire saw
their new teamwork skills as focused on coordination, making sure tasks were shared out fairly
and appropriately, in Croydon the young people felt they had learnt about diplomacy. Some of
the young people in Croydon faced disagreements but faced up to them and learned valuable
lessons about patience, balance and inclusivity.
“If you’re in a group you’ve got to learn to cooperate. Team work. If two people
want to be the same character in a performance, then you should compromise
like in sharing the role between you.” – RH participant, Croydon
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In Manchester, perhaps because of its current focus on traditional volunteering, young people
did not describe much development in terms of their teamwork skills. Volunteers said that
they were often present in the library at the same time but operating more in parallel with
each other rather than collaborating. Hertfordshire libraries had the same approach, with
young people volunteering in independent rather than group-based roles, although staff told
us that friendships are beginning to develop as Reading Hack becomes better established.
In our school libraries fieldwork, we also observed Reading Hack’s impact on young people’s
teamwork skills. While some of the school libraries we talked to primarily focused on reading
groups, others had specific youth-led projects. A school librarian told us about her pupils’
successful teamwork skills when organising, promoting and hosting the Derbyshire School
Book Award. The young people at another library told us about how vital a team is, that if one
person doesn’t do what they’re supposed to, their project cannot succeed.
Reading Hack, when focused on group projects or activities, has the potential to improve youth
employability. With 82% of respondents to a CIPD survey describing teamwork as important,
employers clearly see this competency as an asset that volunteering can provide.35

Planning and problem solving
Young people have also demonstrated noticeable impacts on their planning and problemsolving skills.

I'M GOOD AT MANAGING MY TIME
Year 2

26%

28%

30%

34%

42%

Year 3
37%
1%

A lot more

A bit more

About the same

1%

0%

A bit less

0%

A lot less

I'M ORGANISED AND PLAN AHEAD
Year 2

24%

29%

32%

35%

43%

Year 3

35%

0%
A lot more

35

A bit more

About the same

1%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

CIPD/Step Up To Serve Guide: Unlock new talent: How can you integrate social action in recruitment?
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/volunteering/social-action-guide [Accessed 1 March 2018]
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IF SOMETHING GOES WRONG, I LIKE
FINDING A WAY TO FIX IT
Year 2
39%
25%

40%

36%

26%

Year 3

33%

0%
A lot more

A bit more

About the same

0%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

Regarding the case studies, Reading Hack’s influence on young people’s planning and problemsolving skills varied across years and case study sites due to the types of activities they were
involved in. Event planning came up most often as a learning point for young people because
of the challenges associated with budgeting, time management and resource management.
Youth-led event-planning in Staffordshire
Mikey has been helping out at Staffordshire Libraries since he was a child, and formally
volunteering there since 2013. In 2017, South Staffordshire Community Action recognised his
hard work on engaging young people with literature and local history by awarding him ‘Young
Volunteer of the Year’. In the third year of the evaluation he told us about a youth-led project
that he took charge of. With only a little help from library staff, he applied to the Reading Hack
Project Fund for a Star Wars Reads event. The event involved arts and crafts, a treasure hunt and
encouraging children to borrow Star Wars novels. This all culminated in an awards ceremony
which parents could attend and take pride in seeing their children presented with prizes. Mikey
reflected on how much he learnt through the event planning process.
“It made me realise how many different things you need to think about when you’re
arranging something. I had to think about the materials I would need, the time it
would take, all of that.” – Mikey Roberts, Staffordshire
They also learnt to approach this in a structured way; coming up with ideas, planning how to
implement them, publicising the event, and preparing materials. Unlike school or home where
young people know or at least recognise nearly everyone, the large number of strangers at
these events added to the young people’s feeling of responsibility for ensuring they were
successful.
While planning had already been done, either by other young people or staff for summer
volunteering, young people described a great deal of on-the-spot problem solving and quick
decision making. This included dealing with complaints, fixing faulty equipment and making
sure they gave workshop participants enough attention when it got busy.
“You have a lot of kids and you have to get around them in a short amount of time
but still be thorough and give them the same treatment.” – RH participant, Telford
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In school libraries undertaking Reading Hack a similar pattern emerged; where activity was
pre-determined, this limited young people’s opportunity for planning and problem-solving
skills development. Opportunities for this was only evident where projects were youth-led or
co-produced. For example, the aforementioned Derbyshire School Book Award required pupils
to get together as a group, research the tasks that needed to be done and work out who was
going to do what. In another school library, the librarian set pupils an evaluation task; she
asked them to stand back and critically assess their book display in terms of how eye-catching
and appealing it is. By identifying potential issues with the presentation this allowed the pupils
to problem solve.
By focusing on young people’s improved time management and self-improvement, Reading
Hack effectively fulfils one of the ambitions within the Public Libraries in England 2016-2021
Vision - “Helping everyone to achieve their full potential” 36. Planning and problem-solving are
also vital skills for improving youth employability. 37

Communication and interpersonal skills
Libraries are a public-facing space and as a result almost all young people across the three
years and case study sites felt they had improved their communication skills through
providing assistance and recommendations to library users

I FEEL CONFIDENT SPEAKING TO
PEOPLE WHO ARE OLDER THAN ME
Year 2
31%

35%

45%

Year 3

44%
23%

21%
0%

A lot more

36

37

A bit more

About the same

1%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

Libraries Taskforce, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021, June 2017
Young People’s Volunteering and Skills Development, Department for Education and Skills. 2008.

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130401151715/http://www.education.gov.uk/publications/eOrde
ringDownload/RW103.pdf
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I ENJOY WORKING WITH CHILDREN
Year 2
46%

Year 3

52%
29%

27%

22%

19%
3%

A lot more

A bit more

About the same

2%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

As with confidence above, the young people we spoke to in the case studies began their
Reading Hack experience with various levels of interpersonal communication experiences and
skills. However, even the most confident young people noted that Reading Hack put them in
social contact with people they would not normally encounter, including younger children
(who weren’t their siblings) and adults (who weren’t their parents or teachers). Learning how
to adapt communication to people with different reading levels was key to the young people’s
skills development. Specifically, around working with children, young people commented on
how important it was to be engaging and adapt to the specific interests, attention-level and
confidence of each child.
“Understanding that every child is at a different ability level, so you have to
accommodate for each. It’s a challenge but a fun challenge.” – RH participant,
Staffordshire
Through talking with children, several young people also noted that they had found a
newfound respect for those from younger school years - having previously thought they were
all ‘immature’ or ‘annoying’.
Young people also developed skills in communicating with adults. Many of the young
volunteers told us how they would have never approached strangers before Reading Hack, but
that now they were happy to respond to queries and complaints from library clients. In
Manchester and Croydon some Reading Hackers also overcame the additional challenge of
communicating with adults with English as a second or other language.
“It was a big step for me. It just made me believe that people are really kind
around you, you just don’t notice it if you are locked inside a house.” – RH
participant, Hertfordshire
The young people we spoke to described increased skills in working with library staff as
supervisors and managers. They frequently commented on how library staff treated them
differently than teachers at school, and that library staff were less prescriptive and instead
gave them responsibility with a level of trust. Reading Hackers were positive about the
friendliness and trusting nature of the library staff they had worked with. In several cases they
noted an improved view of adults, having only previously engaged with teachers or parents.
Beyond face to face communication, young people also developed their social media skills.
While Reading Hackers in Croydon and Staffordshire used social media primarily to promote
their events, in Manchester young volunteers successfully used platforms such as Facebook
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and Twitter to recruit new volunteers. In general, young people learnt the importance of using
a variety of channels in order to reach different people.
Unlike public libraries, school libraries do not have as diverse a footfall. Probably as a result of
this, the impact of Reading Hack on young people’s communication skills was not as
conspicuous. Despite this, in the libraries which ran a student librarian programme, staff and
young people reported talking to students from different year groups that they wouldn’t have
engaged with otherwise. Additionally, they found their relationship with school librarians
refreshingly different to those with their teachers; while the pupils may not be consciously
aware, this is likely to prepare them for working with supervisors and managers in the future.
One particular librarian set a specific development plan for her student librarians to develop
their customer service and ‘upsell’ books, either additional books in a series or those within a
similar genre.
Reading Hack’s focus on communication skills, with young people working with people of all
ages, could potentially improve youth employability, as 80% of respondents to a CIPD survey
described communication as an important skill developed through volunteering.38

Creativity
The development of young people’s creative thinking and behaviours has been observed as a
prominent impact on young people both in national surveys and within our case study
research.

I'M GOOD AT COMING UP WITH NEW
WAYS OF DOING THINGS
Year 2
39%
25%

38%

36%

Year 3
38%

22%
1%

A lot more

38

A bit more

About the same

1%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

CIPD/Step Up To Serve Guide: Unlock new talent: How can you integrate social action in recruitment?
https://www.cipd.co.uk/knowledge/strategy/volunteering/social-action-guide [Accessed 1 March 2018]
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I CAN EXPLAIN MY IDEAS CLEARLY
Year 2
39%
25%

41%

36%

Year 3
35%

23%
1%

A lot more

A bit more

About the same

1%

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

As the survey data above demonstrates, most young people marked some improvement in
their ability to come up with and explain their ideas. This is consistent between years 2 and 3
of the evaluation. Creative development in young people varied across years and case study
sites, probably due to the types of activities they were involved in. While Reading Hackers in
Telford have taken part in creative activities, from festive events to film scriptwriting, those in
Hertfordshire have created displays inspired by certain books, authors or festive periods. As
Reading Hack was more recently established in Hertfordshire it is clear that more complex
projects and events can take longer to gain momentum.
A lot of the creativity centred around the freedom young people were given by library staff
to experiment through youth-led activity. Through this experimentation they were able to see
how their ideas worked and engaged children and other young people, giving them increased
confidence in the process.
“For our workshop we came up with a theme, we had to figure out how to run it,
it was something different from what I’ve done before.” – RH participant, Croydon

Creative activities in Manchester
Young people in Manchester have embraced the potential of technology to design creative readinginspired activity. This includes Roald Dahl Sublime Science, combining classic children’s characters, stopmotion animation and coding. Using the Tynker app, the young people drew their own characters and
backgrounds, switching between the code and the screen.
At the launch event in Year 2 of the evaluation, young people created interactive displays of their
volunteer journeys and book reviews. Using the enhanced reality Aurasma app, a participant could look
through an iPad at a real-life page and the digital ‘aura’ would appear on the screen.
Participants said that these kinds of activities make young people more likely to go to libraries.
“People stop and ask questions about what is happening, and it attracts people to reading.”
– RH participant, Manchester
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For Reading Hackers who took on more traditional volunteering roles or established activities
like summer volunteering, there was a mix of impact on creative development. While some felt
like these activities had no creative element, others thought about creativity more broadly and
took opportunities to put a creative spin on simple instructions like putting up displays or
found interesting ways of engaging children.
“I didn’t really plan any activities, but I had to think of ways to explain the
challenge so that they were engaged with it.” – RH participant, Staffordshire
Again, in school libraries undertaking Reading Hack a similar pattern emerged; creative
development was generally only evident where youth-led projects took place. Some notable
examples include reading-inspired writing in the form of poetry, zines and reviews. One library
went further to ask pupils to bake cakes thematically linked to their book group read.
Filmmaking with Leaming Library
In summer 2017, the Leamington Library Reading Hack group, was awarded some funding
from Warwickshire Libraries and The Reading Agency to film our own book trailer. We worked
with The Really Youthful Theatre Company and for six 90-minute sessions became the writers,
directors, producers and editors of our own short film. We knew we wanted to promote the
library to other young people, and soon came up with the idea to showcase some of the more
unusual elements of the collection, including our favourite graphic novels and illustrated
books.
During our ideas sessions, we decided to focus on three books; A Monster Calls by Patrick
Ness; Lumberjanes by Noelle Stevenson and Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi. All either feature
illustrations or are graphic novels and we thought that this way we could showcase the
different types of books and resources that are available in Warwickshire Libraries (we’d
hoped to be able to feature one of these as an e-book but weren’t able to make this happen in
the time we had). The characters in the books were also of a similar age to the group and the
audience we were aiming at and several of us had read and enjoyed the books, making us
want to share this experience with others.
For many in the group, this was the first time working on a short film. Naomi and Zoe from the
RYTC led sessions on developing ideas, storyboarding and location scouting before helping
shoot the film and editing it. The sights of Leamington stood in for 1980s Vienna, for Miss
Qiunzella Thiskwin Penniquiqul Thistle Crumpet’s Camp for Hardcore Lady Types and for the
dark and brooding setting of Patrick Ness’ novel. Members of library staff provided voice talent
for the film.
By taking part in this project, we were able to develop our teamwork and communication skills
and consider issues such as copyright. When it came to what music we would be able to use
and graphics we might need, this was something we had to consider carefully. We also had
had to work on a pitch prior to starting as half of our funding came from The Reading Agency –
we had to itemise what we would be spending funds on, plan our budgets and how we would
deliver what we aimed to do within a time and spending limit. The final videos are available to
view here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oljKd4MAv8&feature=youtu.be
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This project is just one of several activities that the Reading Hack group at Leamington Library
has been up to this year – we’ve also used Lego and craft material to reproduce books covers
(easier said than done) and created our own hashtags to promote our efforts. You can see
them here on the @warkslibraries twitter page or search for our hashtags:
#7MinuteBookCoverChallenge #LegoBookCoverChallenge.
With its focus on creative thinking and cultural engagement, Reading Hack effectively fulfils
one of the ambitions within the Public Libraries in England 2016-2021 Vision - “Cultural and
creative enrichment” 39 For those young people looking to enter the arts and culture sector,
this facet of the programme could also improve youth employability.

Future plans and aspirations
The majority of young people we spoke to across the three years and case study sites said that
Reading Hack had made them more positive about attaining further education and future
employment, however this was largely through transferable skills rather than inspiration to
choose a particular career path. While some young people simply said that volunteering ‘looks
good on the CV’, others elaborated to say that interpersonal skills were useful for a wider
variety of jobs. In relation to boosted confidence (discussed above), Reading Hack inspired
some volunteers to look to work in public-facing jobs such as medicine and law.
“It’s made me want to work with people in the future. I quite like interacting with
people, talking to people, helping them.” – RH participant, Staffordshire
A few young volunteers were inspired to pursue a career due to specific aspects of the Reading
Hack programme: those who enjoyed working with children became interested in teaching or
paediatrics; a volunteer who helped take photos now wants to work as a film camera operator;
and another who helped with arts and crafts wants to work in marketing.
“I was debating about whether to be a nurse or doctor…I just fell in love with
working with the children and stuff, so I decided to be a paediatric nurse.” – RH
participant, Croydon
A few volunteers over the three years also expressed a desire to work as a librarian. In
Staffordshire one young person has taken this forward and is now training to work in their
local library service, while in Telford one young person has become ‘head librarian’ in their
school library.
Many young people found that the most important transferable skill was responsibility: being
expected to do a task, turn up on time and work well with their peers. They often saw Reading
Hack as much closer to a real work environment than other work experiences they had
encountered before.

39
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“It was good because you had to do the right hours, you had to turn up on time,
you saw what the other librarians were doing – it was good experience. I had
done work experience before, but this was good because I felt like I was more
around people doing their jobs.” – RH participant, Telford
Older volunteers referred more often to including Reading Hack on their CVs, personal
statements and in some cases using library staff as referees. In contrast, some younger
volunteers interpreted questions about their future plans more literally and, as many did not
specifically want to work with books, they did not see Reading Hack as relevant.
We only observed a limited impact of Reading Hack’s impact on future plans within school
libraries. The school librarians we talked to noted that their schools had separate dedicated
careers officers who helped pupils with their aspirations. In one instance, young people told us
that their book group provided a useful social space to discuss where they should go to
college.
Positive Futures with Reading Hack
Library staff in Lancashire used Reading Hack as a behaviour management strategy for one
young person whose relationship with the library had deteriorated.
J had been an enthusiastic library user as a child, but had stopped using the library as he got
older and his personal circumstances changed. Eventually he was banned from the library
following a serious police incident, and was later involved in damage to library property. As a
result, Lancashire police asked library staff if they would consider the Restorative Justice
Scheme for J, to help him take responsibility for his actions and start to rehabilitate him as a
library user. The library manager and another staff member met with J and his father at the
police station; J gave a sincere apology then chatted quite easily once he realised that
"librarians were human after all".
The next step was a meeting between library staff and J’s key worker, to plan the best
approach to bringing him back into the library in a positive way. They decided that offering J a
role as a Reading Hack volunteer would demonstrate the library team’s trust in J, and give him
the opportunity to gain new skills and a sense of community responsibility. As their support
would be key, all library staff members were asked if they would be willing to support J as a
volunteer - fortunately all of them were willing to support him and give him a second chance.
The whole library team then met with J and his key worker, and J apologised again with
sincerity, from the heart. Staff were able to put across their thoughts with kindness and also
made sure that J understood that they would support him and that he was welcome back in
the library as both a member and a Reading Hack volunteer.
The response of the library team meant J took on the role of Reading Hack very well. He was
very keen to help and gave as much of his spare time as he could. He helped to organise an
event for young people and contributed lots of ideas. He also ran the Lego Club for a while and
enjoyed sharing his love of reading with children. Although there was a lot of staff time
involved in negotiating J’s return to the library, it’s clear that this resulted in positive outcomes
for both J and the library.
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At present J has put his Reading Hack role on hold in order to put in extra hours at school to
catch up for the time he lost the previous year. However, he still keeps in touch with the
library staff who had faith in him and helped him to turn his life around. J's key worker let staff
know that because J has now settled down in school his grades have improved to A's and B's
and he no longer needs key worker support. As library staff said, “Reading Hack has the
potential to change the life outcomes of young people”
As stated above, the most prominent impacts on future plans and aspirations were related to
transferable skills. How these transferable skills link to the programme’s policy context are
covered in their relevant sections (teamwork, communication etc.). Overall, Reading Hack’s
ability to improve young people’s employability effectively fulfils one of the ambitions within
the Public Libraries in England 2016-2021 Vision - “Helping everyone to achieve their full
potential” 40.

4.3 Long lasting enjoyment and engagement with reading
Attitudes to reading and libraries
As evidenced by data from both the national survey and our case studies, Reading Hack’s
impact on young people’s enjoyment of reading has been largely positive or neutral. It is worth
noting that, through the case study research below, we found that many volunteers were avid
readers from the outset.

SINCE TAKING PART IN READING HACK,
I READ...
Year 2
24%

24%

31%

36%

44%

Year 3
38%
1%

A lot more often

40
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A bit more often

About the same

1%

A bit less often

0%

A lot less often
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SINCE TAKING PART IN READING HACK,
I ENJOY READING...
Year 2
32%

32%

41%
26%

30%

Year 3
38%

1%

0%
A lot more

A bit more

About the same

A bit less

0%

0%

A lot less

SINCE TAKING PART IN READING
HACK, I USE THE PUBLIC LIBRARY...
Year 2
45%
20%

30%

34%

33%

Year 3
36%
1%

0%
A lot more often

A bit more often

About the same

A bit less often

1%

0%

A lot less often

SINCE TAKING PART IN READING
HACK, I USE THE SCHOOL LIBRARY...
Year 3
65%
13%

16%

A lot more often

A bit more often

About the same

3%

3%

A bit less often

A lot less often

As the data above demonstrates, many young people have read and enjoyed reading more
since taking part in Reading Hack. Despite this, a significant minority stated that this had
remained ‘about the same’. More than half of young people also stated that they increased
their public library use since taking part in Reading Hack and this proportion has increased
from year 2 to 3. Conversely, most young people stated that they had used their school library
‘about the same’ since taking part in Reading Hack.
Across the case study sites and all three years there was a great deal of variety around how
much Reading Hack changed young people’s attitudes to reading. Of the young people who did
not notice much change in their attitudes, this was usually down to an existing enthusiasm for
literature, which was often the motivation for getting involved from the outset. Despite this,
some young people changed their attitudes to reading and libraries, not from their own
experiences, but from seeing the positive effects of reading and Reading Hack activities have
on other people.
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“I’ve noticed that kids have come up having read big novels and I think wow,
that’s really impacting, hearing the stories about what they’ve read about, it
kind of encourages me to read more as well”– RH participant, Croydon
Some young people also told us that, while they already loved reading, being surrounded by
books when volunteering had encouraged them to try new genres that they may not have
been exposed to otherwise, such as fiction rather than non-fiction, or adult fiction rather than
young adult fiction. Working within a library they were also exposed to new releases or even
pre-releases, allowing them to get caught up in the excitement of cutting-edge literature.
Young people also appreciated the space Reading Hack created to discuss books for the sake
of their enjoyment, rather than in the context of academic study at school.
In some cases, young people did not describe themselves as keen readers at any stage in the
volunteering process. This is likely down to the different interpretations library authorities
have taken from the Reading Hack brand; while Croydon and Hertfordshire have remained
close to reading-inspired activity, others such as Telford, Manchester and Staffordshire have
broadened out to include other activities taking place within libraries, from animation to arts
and crafts. These libraries chose to adopt these approaches, in part, to help to engage young
people who may not otherwise attend their library. While there is no qualitative evidence yet
to suggest that these young non-readers have become keen readers through visiting libraries,
the majority of responses to each year’s national survey show that the programme has
encouraged people to read more; it is possible that some of these respondents began Reading
Hack as reluctant readers.
Several young people felt that their perception of libraries had improved since being involved
in Reading Hack. They described that their involvement made them realise the variety of
activities and opportunities libraries offer, as well as how much work goes into putting on
events at the library.
“It’s changing our view that libraries are not just for borrowing books or going
on the computer. There are also lots of fun activities going on that you can take
part in.” – RH participant, Croydon
In school libraries, as in public libraries, we found that most of the Reading Hackers were
already avid readers before they took part. Despite this, some of the young people we spoke
to described how the programme helped them get out of a reading ‘slump’ around their early
teens. Additionally, we found that even the consistently engaged readers were exposed to a
greater variety of genres as a result of spending more time in their school library.
The finding that the majority of participants read and enjoy reading more since participating in
Reading Hack means that the programme is helping to fulfil one of the ambitions within the
Public Libraries in England 2016-2021 Vision - “Increased reading and literacy” 41. In addition,

41
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the way in which Reading Hack presents reading as a social and fun activity will help achieve
the national curriculum’s aim to promote reading for pleasure.42

Sharing the enjoyment of reading
One of Reading Hack’s key emphases has been on encouraging young volunteers to advocate
reading to other young people, both children and their own peers.

READING HACK HAS INCREASED...
CHILDREN'S INTEREST IN READING
Year 2

34%

30%

48%

53%
1%

Strongly agree

Year 3

Agree

2%

Disagree

0%

0%

Strongly disagree

16%

15%

Not sure

...CHILDREN'S CONFIDENCE ABOUT
READING
Year 2

29%

31%

48%

49%
21%
2%

Strongly agree

Year 3

Agree

1%

Disagree

0%

0%

Strongly disagree

18%

Not sure

As the survey data above demonstrates, the majority of young people believe that Reading
Hack has increased both children’s interest in and confidence about reading.

READING HACK HAS INCREASED MY
FRIENDS' INTEREST IN READING
Year 2

Year 3
45%

27%
11%

11%

Strongly agree

42

25%

Agree

16%

45%

17%

Disagree

1%

2%

Strongly disagree

Not sure

Department for Education, The national curriculum in England: Key stages 3 and 4 framework document,
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READING HACK HAS INCREASED MY
FRIENDS' CONFIDENCE IN READING
Year 2

Year 3

48%
9%

10%

Strongly agree

25%

23%

Agree

15%

18%

Disagree

2%

47%

2%

Strongly disagree

Not sure

The national survey data above shows that there is no clear consensus on whether Reading
Hack has increased Reading Hackers’ friends’ interest in or confidence about reading. While
more young people agreed than disagreed, a significant minority were unsure.
Across the case study sites and the three years, young people were often enthusiastic about
sharing their enjoyment of reading, though the form this took varied according to the
activities they took part in and the volunteers’ various levels of confidence. The most
conspicuous example of this is the Summer Reading Challenge which had taken place in all the
case study sites since before Reading Hack started. The summer volunteers enjoyed
recommending books to children as a part of the Summer Reading Challenge and
encouraging them to talk about what they had read. Reading Hackers were particularly proud
when they managed to successfully engage children who were previously reluctant readers.
Young people often drew on their own experience of being reluctant readers in the past,
thought about what enthused them, and used this to encourage others. In Manchester, they
found that popular fantasy series were a good way to get people involved, while in Telford
they found comics effective.
“I encouraged some of the kids that came in, they thought that reading was
ridiculous, and it shouldn’t be done, these 5-year-old hate reading but after they
saw me they came back a week later and they were sat there reading 5 books” –
RH participant, Telford
While less common, some libraries have had structured peer-to-peer advocacy activities for
year-round volunteers. For example, in the second year of the evaluation Staffordshire young
people helped to choose their library’s young adult fiction stock. This level of responsibility
gave them a feeling of excitement around sharing reading with their peers.
“I was ordering books for the teen section and I was asking friends ‘What books
would you like to read and put in the library?’. So they got really excited because
it’s not a great range, but now I think we’re putting new books in here that people
want to read more. [A library staff member] wanted me to do it because ‘You
know what your age wants to read’” – RH participant, Staffordshire
Some young people described more informal peer-to-peer advocacy among their friends and
relatives. Most commonly, this was through encouraging younger siblings to attend activities
at the library, though some also described sharing book recommendations with friends.
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In contrast, in Croydon and Hertfordshire young people were more reluctant to share their
enjoyment of reading with people of their own age. This was due to a perceived stigma
around reading reputation as a solitary rather than social activity that may make them feel
like an outsider.
In a few cases, young people were inspired to share their enjoyment of reading above and
beyond Reading Hack. In Telford a young person helped in the library in her school while in
Staffordshire a longstanding volunteer has been training to become a professional librarian.
Young people in school libraries were also enthusiastic about sharing their enjoyment of
reading and this took multiple different forms. All of the school libraries we talked to had some
kind of reading group. This allowed young people to share their thoughts on books candidly
and in a social setting, without fear of marking or assessment. While most of these used the
classic reading group format, where everyone reads the same book and they discuss it, one the
libraries experimented with each young person bringing in a book of their choice. Young
people appreciated this freer and more youth-led approach. Outside of reading groups, some
young people have set out to advocate reading to the wider school. This has taken some
innovative approaches such as A blind date with a book which pairs a pupil with a book that
the Reading Hackers have chosen based on their tastes and interests.
Where is has occurred, peer-to-peer advocacy of reading is likely to have fulfilled the ambition
within the Public Libraries in England 2016-2021 Vision regarding “Increased reading and
literacy” 43. The social aspect of young people sharing their love of reading will help achieve the
national curriculum’s aim of promoting reading for pleasure.44

4.4 Improved well-being
Feelings of agency and empowerment
We heard from Reading Hackers across the three years and case study sites that they felt
empowered in their roles. This was found more strongly in cases where activities were youthled or co-produced rather than prescriptive volunteering roles as part of pre-existing activities
or more traditional roles such as creating displays or stacking shelves. When describing youthled activities, young people frequently commented on how much freedom library staff give
them compared to teachers at school.
“You’re left to do what you are supposed to do…with teachers, you are always
the child.” – RH participant, Hertfordshire

43

Libraries Taskforce, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021, June 2017
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Young people also enjoyed the sense of responsibility and the trust given to them. This was
particularly the case for youth-led projects where library staff gave them a budget (albeit
small) and a deadline to work with rather than a prescriptive list of instructions.
“If it was something where I was telling them what to do, I don’t think they
would have learnt as much. But because they were doing it themselves and I
was giving them the reins and supporting from distance, they were able to work
through things themselves, finding solutions to problems and so on.” – Staff
member, Croydon.
When it came to running pre-existing activities or creating displays, Reading Hackers described
feeling less agency as they had limited choice on what they could do. This was noted
particularly regarding summer volunteering across the different case study sites. Despite this,
they still felt like they were given room to experiment. In fact, some younger volunteers
reported preferring a little structure to guide them before they gain enough confidence to
create ideas from scratch. Additionally, library staff noted that although telling young people
what to do could diminish their agency, removing supervision altogether could have the same
effect.
Working with younger children gave young volunteers a particular feeling of empowerment;
that of being a mentor or role model. From recommending books to children to assisting them
with craft activities, the Reading Hackers felt they were confident enough to impart their
wisdom, and this made them feel proud.
In school libraries undertaking Reading Hack, increased feelings of agency and empowerment
were also evident. This was most clear in libraries with student librarian programmes. By being
given almost full responsibility for running the library with minimal supervision, young people
felt like they had ownership over their work. In some cases they even trained up new student
librarians. Youth-led or co-produced projects also gave young people a profound sense of
empowerment. For example, the students who ran an awards ceremony were in charge of all
the logistics. Their pride was emphasised when a notable author wrote words of thanks to
their headmaster.
Reading Hack has clear impacts on young people’s sense of agency and empowerment. This
feeling of responsibility is clearly part of what causes volunteering and social action to increase
levels of confidence and self-esteem among young people45.

Sense of active citizenship
The volunteering aspect of Reading Hack has inspired many young people to continue their
roles as active citizens within society.

45

Institute for Volunteering Research, 2014, Review of evidence on the outcomes of youth volunteering, social
action and leadership: http://thirdsectorimpact.eu/site/assets/uploads/page/documents-forresearchers/TSI_impact-report_sports-leaders-literature-review-dec-2014.pdf
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IT'S ENCOURAGED ME TO CONTINUE
VOLUNTEERING
Year 2
49%

54%

44%

37%
1%

Strongly agree

Year 3

Agree

1%

Disagree

0%

0%

Strongly disagree

5%

7%

Not sure

As the national survey data above highlights, the vast majority of young people have been
keen to continue volunteering in the future. This was seen consistently across the three years
and the different case study sites. As mentioned above, young people were frequently
motivated to take part (or continue taking part) in Reading Hack by the feeling of doing
something worthwhile.
“It’s something to be proud of. You’re volunteering for your community, not just
for your own personal gain. You’re helping people.” – RH participant,
Staffordshire
In many cases, young people described starting volunteering for professional reasons, such as
the Duke of Edinburgh Award or work experience, but either went beyond the hours they had
to do or continued to volunteer for the sake of volunteering. Young people felt that there was
value in volunteering with other people their own age, and also that volunteering could be fun.
For the majority of young people we spoke to, they saw their volunteering as contributing to
their local community rather than a wider national societal context.
Active citizenship development varied in school libraries as many of the Reading Hackers
focused on reading groups which they saw as more reading-inspired activity rather than
volunteering. In some cases, young people were inspired to take up volunteering in their public
library after being a student librarian. One school librarian also introduced a committee system
for her student librarians to “instil British values about democracy”
Reading Hacker wins British Citizen Youth Award

Ben Wilson-Mayor from Clitheroe received a British Citizen Youth award in October in
recognition of his inspirational Reading Hack volunteering.
The British Citizen Youth Awards recognise a positive impact on a community or society, and
individuals who are role models in their communities. Recognising people who show kindness
and caring to others, they enable individuals to be seen as role models to their peers,
highlighting positive contributions they have made. Ben received his award at a formal
presentation held at the Palace of Westminster.
Ben, aged 13, was nominated for his work as a Reading Hack volunteer at Clitheroe library in
Lancashire. He supported children to read during the Summer Reading Journey and ran coding
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sessions for young people at the library. On receiving the award he said: "receiving this award
is amazing. My mum told me that she felt really proud. I felt quite emotional and nervous at
the ceremony, but now I can't wait to show the medal to my family and friends. I really enjoy
helping people, and to receive this award for doing that is fantastic."
Peter Buckley, Lancashire County Council's cabinet member for community and cultural
services, said: "What a fantastic way to recognise Ben's work as a library volunteer. Not only
has he introduced beginners' coding sessions for young people, but he went on to extend the
digital literacy sessions at the library too. His work gave people the opportunity to learn
valuable new skills in computer coding, and inspired them to use this knowledge in a way that
is meaningful to them.
By helping young people to engage with IT, Ben is expanding their career opportunities in an
increasingly digital world. Ben is continuing to build on these beginners' sessions, aiming to
introduce new digital skills and looking at new technology to see how it can be used in the
library. In doing so he is preparing the young people of Clitheroe to flourish in the future.”
Reading Hack’s demonstrable impact on young people’s attitudes to volunteering has great
potential to support the Citizenship aspect of the national curriculum in which pupils must
“develop an interest in, and commitment to, participation in volunteering as well as other
forms of responsible activity, that they will take with them into adulthood”46

Sense of community awareness and involvement
Whether it was a conscious motivation or an unintended positive impact, young people
generally reported that Reading Hack increased their sense of community belonging.

IT'S HELPED ME FEEL MORE OF A PART
OF MY COMMUNITY
Year 2
34%

38%

47%

2%
Strongly agree

Year 3

45%

Agree

3%

Disagree

0%

0%

Strongly disagree

16%

13%

Not sure

The national survey data above reveals the impact of Reading Hack on young people’s sense of
community awareness, with most of them agreeing in both years 2 and 3 of the evaluation.
Most of the young people we spoke to in our case studies felt like they had a greater sense of
their community since after joining Reading Hack. For some, this community comprised the
members of the public who come through the library, while for others this has been the wider

46
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local population. In both cases, young people felt like they engaged with people from their
area that they might not have talked to otherwise. For example, Croydon’s Library
Ambassadors and the previous Reading Hack groups engaged their community by hosting
events at the library, while Staffordshire’s library service worked with an RAF museum to host
the Young Teen Fiction awards and Telford’s library service worked with their local archives.
For many Reading Hackers, their sense of community awareness developed through their
interactions with the parents of children taking part in their activities. This was most
prominent during summer volunteering with a large volume of children and parents attending
libraries, but was also noted by year-round volunteers who did reading-inspired activities with
children. While observing the joy of children was satisfying in isolation, seeing the pride of
parents and families bonding was even more important to them.
Young people also took pleasure in interacting with adults who were not parents or teachers,
from local business owners to more high-profile figures such as famous authors or local
politicians.
“The highlight for me was on the launch day. I was explaining to the mayor what
[Reading Hack] was.” – RH participant, Hertfordshire
Social media also played a part in Reading Hackers’ feeling of community awareness.
Volunteers, such as one who took control of their Reading Hack twitter account in Manchester,
got to see how the wider community reacted to the activities they put on. Young people in
Telford also mentioned that neighbours would ask them when their next event would be on,
adding to their feeling that what they do is worthwhile.
As school libraries are not open to the general public there were no clear impacts on young
people’s sense of community awareness or involvement. The only exception is those young
people who were inspired to continue to volunteer at their local public library outside of
school hours or during summer holidays.
Reading Hack’s impacts on young people’s sense of community is aligned with the wider policy
agenda. By enabling young people’s engagement with their neighbours, this clearly helps fulfil
one of the ambitions within the Public Libraries in England 2016-2021 Vision, to have
“Stronger, more resilient communities” 47. It also has the potential to improve young people’s
employability, with 45% of respondents to a CIPD survey describing “understanding [of] the
local community” as an important competency that volunteering can provide.48
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Libraries Taskforce, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021, June 2017
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5. Impact on organisations and staff
This chapter covers the main findings about the impact of Reading Hack on the organisations
involved. We start by summarising the overall success of the Reading Hack programme from
the perspective of library and school practitioners, and exploring the ways in which Reading
Hack supports wider strategic priorities for library.
The main part of this chapter then reports against each of the outcomes identified in the
Theory of Change model for organisations – improved networks and influence in their work
with young people, and increased ability and confidence to empower young people through
reading-based activity.
The national survey responses provide broad findings, while the case study findings provide indepth insight into what may be behind the patterns and trends identified in the survey
responses.

5.1 Overall success of Reading Hack programme
Across the three years most library and school practitioners who responded to the national
surveys agreed or strongly agreed that Reading Hack has been a successful programme.

READING HACK HAS BEEN A
SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMME FOR US
Year 1

42% 45%
12% 16% 14%
Strongly agree

Year 2

57%
8% 8%

Agree

Year 3

18%

Disagree

37% 30%
2% 1% 4%
Strongly disagree

7%
Not sure

Broadly, we have found that Reading Hack can be an effective way to support strategic
priorities; and our case study research shows the programme is helping to develop a stronger
youth-led or co-production culture within some libraries. There is currently mixed evidence as
to whether Reading Hack is enabling libraries to engage harder to reach groups or enabling
partnership development. The most significant challenge in delivering a successful Reading
Hack programme appears to be a reduction in funding and staff capacity.
The rest of this chapter explores specific aspects of the Reading Hack programme using both
national survey data and qualitative insights to identify what elements are proving most
successful and what things are more challenging from the perspective of the libraries involved.

5.2 Supporting strategic priorities
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Libraries generally made links between delivery of Reading Hack and wider strategic priorities
for engaging with young people. Engaging with young people in meaningful ways through
Reading Hack supports wider Council priorities for young people, from reducing isolation and
antisocial behaviour, to raising aspirations and employability, to promoting health and
wellbeing.
Sometimes staff members mentioned specific Council priorities that are supported through
Reading Hack delivery. In Telford, for example, delivering opportunities for young people to
improve their skills is part of the Council strategy. Reading Hack was intended to allow Reading
Hack volunteers to gain useful skills and experience by offering the opportunity to plan and run
activities. This is also linked to a Council priority to raise young people’s aspirations,
particularly in areas of high unemployment. The library is perceived to be a safe environment
within which young people can take part in new and different activities, which can promote
raised aspirations.
“If you think about what Reading Hack is about, it’s about encouraging young
people, through reading activities or activities in libraries, to grow their skills, to
encourage them to volunteer, and a by-product around this is about being more
independent.” – Strategic stakeholder, Staffordshire
Libraries often said that Reading Hack also supports priorities for increased library usage and
particularly increased delivery of activities. The availability of opportunities to take part in
activities or volunteer in other ways encourages young people to come to the library,
increasing footfall.
“We want to encourage young people to see the library as a leisure destination, a
place they want to go to.” Staff member, Telford
A staff member at one library in Manchester stated that they had a target of hosting one
activity per week in the school holidays, a target made feasible by using young volunteers. In
that authority, the decision had been made at management level to have a dedicated staff
member at each library responsible for young volunteers, to build library capacity despite a
decrease in staff levels. Similarly, in Croydon the shift from running Reading Hack groups, to
developing more embedded year-round volunteering roles through young Library
Ambassadors supported libraries to deliver more events and activities and has reduced
pressure on staff capacity.
Libraries sometimes referred to the link between Reading Hack and wider Council priorities for
communities, referring to the need to move away from a ‘Council knows best’ or ‘Council does
everything’ approach. This is specifically linked to the volunteering aspect of Reading Hack, as
volunteers are seen to add value to services and facilitate a community in which people
support each other. This is believed to promote the development of more resilient
communities, potentially also leading to a reduced demand on statutory services.
In some cases, a decision had already been made to roll out a programme of young
volunteering when Reading Hack began. A strategic stakeholder in Hertfordshire said that they
decided to take part in Reading Hack to address a previously identified need to embed year-
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round youth volunteering. They emphasised the value of a national brand in bringing
credibility and professionalism to young volunteering in libraries in the area, as well as the
opportunity for libraries to gain access to advice and best practice. When strategic local
priorities can be related to a national scheme, it can be easier both to achieve the priorities
and to ensure delivery of the scheme.
“Well-thought-out national schemes are pivotal for library services when there
has been a decrease in budget and staff time. Having something packaged that
can be tailored to local corporate priorities is unbelievably helpful” – Strategic
stakeholder, Hertfordshire

5.3 Improved networks and influence in their work with young
people
A wider reach and audience
Libraries across the case study areas described ways that delivering Reading Hack had enabled
them to expand their reach in local communities. The increased capacity to deliver events and
activities was particularly important for attracting a wider audience into libraries. This was
especially the case during the summer, when parents and young children need activities, and
libraries are well-placed to meet this need.
In Croydon and Manchester, staff reflected that these events have attracted a much larger
number of attendees than others that did not involve Reading Hack. In Manchester, one of the
events that staff referred to took place in an area of low library attendance, and had double
the turn-out they had previously experienced.
“We had 70 people take part in the last event which is probably the biggest
number that came to any event last summer. That was quite huge, especially for
something that wasn’t about having an author or a storyteller coming in, it was
just an event we put together, so that’s had a good impact on the library.” –
Croydon Library staff
Library staff mentioned other ways that Reading Hack could lead to a wider reach: friends and
family of the Reading Hackers attend events that they have organised, and develop a greater
knowledge of the range of activities delivered at libraries. Staff said that the displays created
by young people to recommend books are very different to those that the staff themselves
would put together. Staff believe that young people can therefore be more effective at
encouraging wider reading amongst their peers than library staff can be.
Libraries therefore found that Reading Hack could contribute towards the cultural and creative
enrichment of communities by extending library reach to a wider audience.
The case study library authorities identified several aspects of the Reading Hack brand that
they find valuable in their work with young people:
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Providing a nationally recognised framework to offer young people, with scope for
them to move to another part of the country and still get involved with the same
programme



Attracting local partners due to the national brand and ability to link it to Council
priorities



Having the Reading Hack website (and professionally designed logo) to refer young
people to so they feel part of a bigger initiative



Access to materials such as badges and t-shirts that make Reading Hack volunteers
recognisable to members of the public and help the young people feel they are part of
something bigger than the library



Negotiating national partnerships between libraries and initiatives such as the Duke of
Edinburgh Award



Providing access to new opportunities e.g. authors visiting the library



Motivation to set and reach more challenging targets e.g. incentives to do recruitment
drives for Summer Reading Challenge



Supporting a culture shift in how libraries involve young people – enabling a shift
towards youth-led activity and building the confidence of staff to give more ownership
and responsibility to young people (rather than giving them only simple tasks like
putting books on shelves)

However, there were also aspects of the Reading Hack brand that libraries found more
difficult. Several case study library authorities felt that the name “Reading Hack” was difficult
to explain and that it caused some confusion among library staff and young people alike. For
example, some were concerned that the emphasis on ‘Reading’ may put young people off as it
reinforces the idea that libraries are only about books, while the word ‘Hack’ may be a barrier
to getting people involved as it can make it sound too IT-related, or be hard to understand.
“Some of the [young people] find the word hack a bit confusing and the staff do
too. It doesn’t say ‘young volunteer’.” – Library staff, Staffordshire
Others felt that the name would not necessarily be clear to those reviewing university or job
application forms, and an alternative name might look more professional. Some staff members
also reflected that the name “Reading Hack” may become less relevant if there is a general
move towards ongoing volunteer opportunities within the programme. Similarly, they
reflected that the education system is shifting so that literacy is more closely linked to
employability and enterprise rather than as a goal by itself, so a name that makes that link
might encourage more take-up among young people and more interest from potential partner
organisations.
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Increasing children’s participation in Staffordshire through summer volunteering
Having young people involved as Reading Hack volunteers during the Summer Reading Challenge may make
a difference to library reach. For example, library staff in Staffordshire observed that children and young
people visiting the library felt more comfortable approaching other young people rather than adults, and so
they think that having young people as volunteers increases children’s participation in reading activities:
“Smaller children go the desk when there are Reading Hackers there, whereas when there’s an
adult they’ll stay away.” – Staffordshire Library staff
“The nine/ten-year-olds really enjoy coming to things which are run by other young people […]
Sometimes I’ll come downstairs and [a young person] is helping an eight-year-old choose a book
and they really enjoy talking to them. I know the same things as them, but I can’t talk to them
on the same level. You’re breaking down that massive barrier.” – Staffordshire Library staff
School libraries also described the ways that Reading Hack had enabled them to expand their
reach within their school. However, this was not in terms of footfall or number of issues, but
rather the types of students who engaged with the library and reading. This is covered in more
detail below under Reaching new groups of young people.
Year-round volunteering in Brighton
Brighton was one of the original pilot Reading Hack Learning Group authorities. Most of their
14 libraries (apart from the Central Jubilee Library) are single staffed and supported by local
volunteers of all ages, including young people. There are around 50 Reading Hack volunteers
on the Brighton volunteers mailing list. Brighton Libraries have also restructured during the
length of the Reading Hack project. There are new authority-wide roles focused on coordinating volunteering and all frontline staff have specialist responsibilities alongside their
frontline duties.
In 2015, community consultation revealed that YP aged 16-19 were the group least satisfied
with the library service they received. As a result, Reading Hack (and its focus on empowering
young people to have a voice and drive services for them) has been a major priority. It has
shaped the way Brighton Libraries now work with young people.
Reading Hack has evolved over the 3 years from being regular group-based activity with young
people to being more fluid and centred around volunteering.
Volunteering is the strongest thread to Brighton’s Reading Hack work. They cap the number of
volunteers so that they can provide young people with a high-quality and supportive
experience, and be mindful of safeguarding issues. Staff say it isn’t about high numbers but
about giving young people a voice and a great experience.
Young people volunteer to support the Summer Reading Challenge; provide digital skills
support to older people; and take part in short-term projects and promotions which they
shape and drive themselves (with staff support). They mainly use their volunteering to help
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them develop skills and employability, achieve a DofE award or as part of work experience
through schools.
Brighton Libraries have established a methodology for working with young people using
Reading Hack:
1. Promote idea and agree a timescale (with an end-point and meeting dates, at the start) to
everyone on their mailing list.
2. Young people meet and decide as a group what they want to do and are supported to
develop the idea (including fundraising).
3. Staff agree timescale with young people and then go away and work out any fixed points
and milestones, resources or other support needed behind the scene.
4. Young people plan the activity and promote it with staff support
5. Young people run the event with staff support
6. Project (and group) ends until the next opportunity
This ensures that promotions:
- are time limited and therefore more likely to maintain momentum
- targeted young people based on their skills, interests, time commitments
- involve a wide age range of volunteers, and are able to avoid the cliques that can develop
when one group is working together all the time.
- have agreed outcomes and resources
- make the most of limited staff capacity – there’s no need to try and maintain a weekly group
and projects can be planned around other key moments in the library calendar
Library staff used this model to apply to the Reading Hack project fund to run a membership
drive at Brighton Jubilee Library:
“We promoted the Reading Hack Project Fund to young people and invited them in for a
meeting to come up with an idea. Young people wanted to incentivise their peers to join and
use the library on a particular day, so we supported them to write their proposal and The
Reading Agency approved the bid.
The young people came together again to plan their library promotion project. They set a date
and decided they wanted to give out doughnuts to every young person who borrowed a book
on that day. They designed publicity and brought in their friends and peers - it created a real
buzz and made the library feel more of a young people’s space for that day.
The main challenge with this project was maintaining momentum from the project submission
stage through to the delivery date. The library had to commit to a date and stick with it, even
at risk of planning group members losing interest. Staff also had to liaise with an external
business to supply the doughnuts.”
Reading Hack has made a huge difference in Brighton through:
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- helping shape our work with young people
- bringing new staff and adult volunteers up to speed
- providing a model of best practice for all our community volunteering
- developing a quality experience for young people
- highlighting best practice case studies and opportunities
- using the evidence and fact that it is a national programme to advocate to SMT and
externally.

Improved local image of the organisation as a place where young people are
taking the lead

READING HACK HAS IMPROVED THE
IMAGE OF OUR LIBRARY AMONGST
YOUNG PEOPLE
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

57%
45% 42%

36% 40%
18%

11% 9% 11%
Strongly agree

8% 8%
Agree

Disagree

14%
1% 1% 0%
Strongly disagree

Not sure

As the national survey data above demonstrates, in years 1 and 2 just under half agreed that it
had a good impact on the image of their library, but nearly as many were unsure of the impact.
In year 3 about 1 in 7 were unsure. This uncertainty is reflected in what we observed in the
case studies. We found that libraries were not certain that the image of local libraries
improved due to young people taking the lead in organising events or activities. The models
of Reading Hack in place across the case study areas did not always emphasise youth
leadership; in some cases we spoke to libraries where young people volunteered or assisted
staff rather than designing and delivering their own activities. It may also have been difficult
for some staff to describe an improvement in the local image, as this may not be easily
measurable.
In Telford, young people created their own events and activities, shaping library delivery, but
staff were not able to comment on whether this has led to an improved local image of the
library. They were certain however that there had been no negative feedback, adding that
library users take an interest whenever they see the young people volunteering. In contrast,
comment slips collected in Hertfordshire have provided data on the positive impact that
Reading Hackers have had on library users’ perception of the library, although the model in
place in the authority is based on volunteering rather than youth-led or co-produced activity.
Staff there pointed out that library users became used to the young volunteers as Reading
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Hack volunteering was normalised in a library, and came to see them as belonging there in the
same way that the library staff do.
“The volunteers wear a Reading Hack t-shirt or lanyard, and parents who come in
love the sound of it” – Staff member, Hertfordshire
A strategic stakeholder in Staffordshire noted how effective young people became as
advocates for the local library service, which may influence the local image of the library.
Reading Hackers described their involvement not only to other young people but also to other
organisations such as local schools and colleges, the Arts Council and the Young Teen Fiction
Award.
Staff at Croydon however did not feel that Reading Hack had a significant impact on the local
image or perception of libraries. They felt this was because they struggled to raise awareness
beyond those who already use the library, due to staff capacity and resource constraints. They
felt that there is a lack of awareness among young people and the general public about what
libraries offer for and by young people, other than the well-established summer volunteering.
However, this might change as the Library Ambassadors programme is rolled out over the
coming months.
As school libraries are based within an institution and are not public-facing, it is hard to
discern their local image beyond its pupils, teachers and possibly parents. However, in one
instance a school librarian reported that her teacher colleagues describe the library as ‘the
heart of the school’ due to its student librarian programme and reading groups.
Delivery of Reading Hack appears to have altered perception of libraries amongst some young
people, but it is difficult to determine the extent to which youth-led activity or co-production is
linked to this change. Staff often feel that Reading Hack has impacted positively upon the local
image of the library, which could bring wider benefits to the community if the improved local
perception of the library leads to an increase in usage.

Development of existing and new partnerships and networks
With its focus on outreach, advocacy and community, Reading Hack has allowed many libraries
to partner with likeminded organisations on reading-inspired projects.

READING HACK HAS ENCOURAGED US
TO WORK IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
MORE ORGANISATIONS
Year 1
42%

31% 37%
14%

4% 6% 11%
Strongly agree
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As the national survey data above demonstrates, more libraries agree than disagree that
Reading Hack has encouraged them to partner with organisations, although a significant
minority disagree and many were unsure. The charts below provide more detail about the
types of partnerships libraries have initiated and built upon.

BUILDING ON EXISTING PARTNERSHIPS
Year 1

55%

53%
31%

17%

College

11%
0% 0%

Leisure centre

17%

7% 12%

University

10%
2%

Year 3

40%
17% 16%

School

9%

Year 2

3%

Job centre

4%

16%

Arts organisation

23%

8%

27%

Youth group

11%
1%

0%

Care home/foster
organisation

2% 3%

0%

2%

5%

Travellers education Pupil referral unit or
youth offending
institution

Above we can see that the most prevalent types of existing partnerships were with
educational institutions, such as a schools, colleges and universities.

NEW PARTNERSHIPS
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

15%

5%

5%

5%

4%

2%

2%

School

College
3%

0% 1%

Leisure centre

Arts organisation

3%
0%

Youth group

1%
0% 0%
Job centre

0%

3%

1%
0%

0%

University
3%

3%

2%

0%
Care home/foster
organisation

1%
0% 0% 0%

0%

0%

Travellers education Pupil referral unit or
youth offending
institution

The chart above shows that Reading Hack did encourage some new partnerships. There was a
noticeable spike in reports of new partnerships with schools in the first year of the evaluation,
though this understandably dropped off as the programme (and evaluation) progressed. The
trends above substantiate the feedback we received from our case study fieldwork; libraries
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tended to find that Reading Hack helped them to maintain or develop existing partnerships
and networks, rather than develop new ones. The programme provides opportunities for
collaboration with other organisations on projects that are aligned with mutual priorities. In
Croydon, for example, Reading Hack has allowed for the strengthening of library partnerships
with local youth provision services, while Staffordshire Libraries have been working with the
RAF Museum at Cosford on the Young Teen Fiction Awards for several years. Reading Hack has
helped to develop this partnership though providing young people to advocate the award
among their peers.
“The partnerships were already existing through other projects we’ve done with
Arts Council funding. I wouldn’t say Reading Hack opened up doors for us to
create partnerships, but it helped us build on them and helped them to continue
and grow.” – Library staff, Croydon
Staff reflected that local youth provision services are an important aspect of making Reading
Hack successful, as they become natural partners for the programme. Local youth services
often rely on in-kind support from libraries, so they are keen to work in collaboration on
youth-led projects.
Libraries commonly said that they send information on Reading Hack to local schools, often on
an ad hoc basis, depending on local contacts. Telford has an established relationship with the
local home-schooling network, and advertises Reading Hack on the network’s social media.
Without establishing formal partnerships, some libraries also made contact with other types
of organisations locally. In Telford, for example, the library has advertised Reading Hack at
local amenities, such as ice rinks and leisure centres, while in Hertfordshire, Reading Hackers
contacted local businesses to ask for prizes for a quiz. Hertfordshire volunteers planning a
Shelf Help49 event made links with other organisations including Mind, the National Autism
Society and the 0-25 Service. In Staffordshire, Reading Hackers made links with a local festival
and theatre to organise volunteering opportunities. These examples demonstrate how Reading
Hack can open up links and connections with other local organisations in their communities.
Some libraries have identified potential future partnership opportunities through their
Reading Hack delivery. Manchester plans to integrate Reading Hack delivery with youth
strategy in future. Engaging with youth groups could secure additional capacity for the
programme from outside the library service. Library staff at Croydon hope that the new Library
Ambassadors programme will help them to refresh and expand their partnership working with
schools, as they have previously struggled to develop a relationship with schools. They felt that
their Library Ambassadors programme could meet schools’ need to find volunteering and work
experience placements for their students, providing an opportunity for developing mutually
beneficial and sustainable partnerships between libraries and schools.

49

The Shelf Help reading list for young people is available at https://readingagency.org.uk/young-people/quickguides/reading-well/
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School libraries’ partnerships varied between case studies. This has mostly taken the form of
brokering between local public libraries and their own, for example, allowing the public
libraries to promote the Summer Reading Challenge to pupils. In one instance, a school library
used their end-of-term enrichment week to tour the local public libraries, while another
collaborates with the public libraries to put on a Teen Book Award.
The partnership working strengthened or initiated as a result of Reading Hack could help
libraries to achieve the aim of contributing to “Stronger, more resilient communities” 50.

Reaching new groups of young people
Libraries reported mixed experiences of reaching young people who had not been involved in
the organisation before. In several locations, Reading Hackers were mostly library users
already, and often described a journey through completion of the Summer Reading Challenge,
to volunteering for the programme themselves.
Some Hertfordshire staff commented on the fact that volunteers there were library users,
suggesting that they are effectively ‘preaching to the converted’. They were able to recruit
their volunteers from young people who were already accessing library services, so they have
not yet branched out to carry out formal recruitment beyond that pool of people.
Croydon libraries struggled throughout Reading Hack delivery to reach young people who have
not been library users. The lack of resources, including staff time, to dedicate towards this
outreach was a significant barrier to engagement. However, the Reading Hack coordinator in
Croydon also worked in other boroughs and carried out successful outreach work in Ealing
during year two, running Reading Hack activities with young people who were in care, or
preparing to leave care51. Although there was the potential to use a similar model in Croydon
with a local refugee centre, the staff capacity and resource constraints meant this was not
possible in practice.
While Telford libraries developed links with harder to reach groups in the past, when they had
funding to do so, staff commented that it has been difficult to engage with non-library users.
They said that it is hard to get such users to return when they have come for the first time, as
the session a potential Reading Hack volunteer attends has to be enjoyable enough to tempt
them back, putting pressure on staff.
Reading Hack has, however, enabled Staffordshire Libraries to reach young people who may
not typically use library services, including young people from the Pupil Referral Unit and
foster families, and those who are home-schooled. While Staffordshire libraries had already
had previous successes in working with partners to reach specific groups, they felt that
Reading Hack helped by giving them an impetus to promote year-round volunteering. As a

50

Libraries Taskforce, Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016 to 2021, June 2017

51

https://readingagency.org.uk/young-people/002-showcase/case-study-ealing-libraries-work-with-disadvantagedyoung-people-from-horizons-education-and-achieve.html
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defined offer that is easily understood, partners would often signpost young people to the
library, while library staff would raise awareness of the programme when they attended local
meetings to advocate for library services. There have also been instances where young people
with special educational needs have been taken on as Reading Hack volunteers at a library
after other schemes have not accepted them. Staff emphasised the importance of finding out
what the young people are interested in, and adapting volunteering appropriately, in order to
successfully build relationships with young people who are new to the library.
Libraries were hopeful in some cases that they are now well-placed to bring in new young
people, and that Reading Hack will help them to do so in the future. Advocacy by current
young people might bring in more of their peers, as they become aware of the variety of
activities on offer at the library.
“You can’t stop trying to think of new ways to bring in young people.” – Staff
member, Hertfordshire
In addition to this, libraries may have fewer barriers than other organisations in engaging
harder to reach groups, as they are accessible spaces, and even local people who are not
library users are familiar with the library. As one staff member put it, “we are trusted”. Staff
hope that this trust can provide a basis for future engagement with new groups.
Manchester Central Library provides a good example of how a library can be a public space
that attracts young people. With a café, as well as archives and displays, it is a civic space that
local people take pride in and identify with. A strategic stakeholder said that the idea behind
the space is to attract people in for something that will interest them beyond reading alone, in
order to appeal to the different interests of the city’s residents, such as the history of the area.
School libraries also described the ways that Reading Hack had enabled them to reach new
groups of pupils. In several cases studies, school librarians described setting up reading groups
of pupils who were underrepresented in the library either by age (e.g. year 9) or gender (boys).
As they intended, these reading groups acted as a catalyst for pupil-to-pupil advocacy within
these peer groups. Reading Hack’s creative potential also allowed school librarians to reach
the disengaged by finding ways to combine reading with other activities or interests. Some
prominent examples include: “Sports Readers” where less engaged but sporty readers are
matched up with bookish and less sporty students to spend half a session doing PE and half a
session doing reading-inspired activities; and, collaborations with art departments, getting
pupils to create ceramics inspired by their favourite fictional character.
Libraries have had mixed success during Reading Hack in reaching new groups of young
people. Where they have been able to access new groups, this contributes to achieving library
targets for improved digital access and literacy locally.
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5.4 Increased ability and confidence to empower young
people through reading-based activity
Youth led or co-produced activity becoming the norm
One of the key aspects of the Reading Hack programme has been to encourage young people
to take ownership of the activities they do, whether leading their own sessions or coproducing them with library staff.

READING HACK HAS ENCOURAGED US
TO GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE OWNERSHIP
OF THE READING ACTIVITIES THEY DO
IN THE LIBRARY
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

58% 56%
15% 16%

36%

25%

Strongly agree

29%
19% 26%

7% 1% 11%

1% 1% 0%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Agree

Not sure

YOUNG PEOPLE LEAD THEIR OWN
ACTIVITIES HERE
Year 1

9% 13% 3%

26% 22% 30%

Strongly agree

Year 2

Year 3

57%
41% 49%

Agree

Disagree

3% 5% 0%

21% 11%
10%

Strongly disagree

Not sure

YOUNG PEOPLE ARE INVOLVED IN
RUNNING ACTIVITIES WITH OUR STAFF
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

55%
46%
33% 30%
28%

40%
9%

Strongly agree
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The national survey charts above show us a mixed picture of Reading Hack’s impact on youthled/co-produced library activity. From year 1 to year 3, most library staff stated that Reading
Hack has encouraged them to give young people ownership of their activities and that young
people run activities with them. On the other hand, over the three years 41-57% of
respondents disagreed that young people lead their own activities at the library.
Our case study fieldwork tells the same story; the extent of youth-led or co-produced activity
as part of the Reading Hack approach varied across libraries, and often varied across time
within a given library service. Some libraries have moved from a traditional volunteering
model towards an increased focus on youth-led projects. Staffordshire provides some
examples of this dynamic: one library staff member suggested that this may be down to the
new requirement of the Duke of Edinburgh Award that volunteering can no longer just be
‘shelf stacking’ but must have a demonstrable positive impact upon the community. The shift
towards making youth-led activity the norm in Croydon libraries is only just starting to take
place with the introduction of the Library Ambassadors programme. Although the initial model
of running a regular Reading Hack group involved delivering youth-led events and activities, it
did not lead to embedded co-produced activity, because it was often viewed as an initiative
that was separate from the running of the library, rather than part of library delivery.
Balancing youth-led activities with staff and resource constraints in Telford & Wrekin
In the first year, it was clear from observation as well as through talking to staff and young people that
Telford’s approach to Reading Hack was very much co-produced with young people. This worked well for
both the staff and the young people involved, because participants felt confident and able to come up with
ideas and deliver activities, while library staff provided support and guidance. The young people described
the group as being very collaborative, with a shared sense of control over group activities and decisionmaking.
“If someone has a good idea, instead of just their idea being used we’ll add other people’s
ideas too and put them together to create an idea of all the ideas. It means everyone is joined
into the group.” – RH participant, Telford
Young people said that usually they were given a starting point and then came up with their own ideas as a
group. They got involved in different ways to implement the ideas, with support from the library staff
member. The older participants reflected that they had a bit more control over the activities because they
take on a bit more responsibility, reflecting their growing confidence, experience, and ability to lead a
group.
“[The young people’s librarian] finds out projects we can do and then we choose them as a
group. We come up with ideas and everybody has their idea in the project, so everybody’s
involved and everybody’s in charge.” – RH participant, Telford
By the third year, with a scaled-down group due to significant restructuring and changes in staff capacity
and resources, participants remembered the greater range of activities on offer in the past and felt that the
activities were not as youth-led as had previously been the case.
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In Manchester and Telford, there was an opposite movement, with early examples of youthled activity at the beginning of the programme not being sustained to the same extent
throughout the three-year duration, due to staff capacity and resourcing constraints. One staff
member in Manchester said that in the first year there was an attempt to have a selforganising group, but that this did not work out, due partly to the fact that Reading Hack
volunteer ideas needed to be reined in to reflect available resources, and partly because the
young people tended to “dip in and out”. This intermittent volunteering had an impact on
what could be delivered, and a more suitable model of volunteer involvement was instituted
instead, whereby staff would schedule an activity and ask young people to come and help with
it. This example also demonstrates the need for staff supervision to ensure momentum and
regularity of delivery, and this was especially the case during the summer period.
Throughout the libraries we spoke to, even in those library sites where youth-led or coproduced activity is not the norm, staff nevertheless were keen to emphasise that Reading
Hackers are given an opportunity to provide ideas and feedback throughout their participation.
Young people often confirmed that they felt like they had a say in the library, even in cases
where they were not sure how to demonstrate that this was the case.
“Because more young people are getting involved now – and discover they want
more of a voice in the library. We can see things that could be improved in
libraries and are encouraged to voice our opinion.” – RH participant, Manchester
Delivering Reading Hack can involve a culture shift for some library staff in how they work with
young people, so having someone with a coordinating or oversight role was perceived to be
very important in some case study library authorities. Young people need to get something
from Reading Hack that they don’t get from school, and in most cases, this is a sense of
ownership and responsibility. A lead Reading Hack coordinating role has also helped to
encourage different ways of keeping young people engaged and inspired, including facilitating
the development of social networks between young volunteers through social media platforms
such as WhatsApp groups, Facebook or Instagram. Young people also mentioned that having a
way to keep in touch with other Reading Hack volunteers would help build a sense of
community.
Staff sometimes described barriers to youth-led or co-produced activity, commenting that
young people need support and mentoring in order to come up with their own ideas. This in
turn means that staff need to have the right skillset to assist them, so capacity-building
measures for staff may need to be put in place. There are other complicating factors to youth
co-production, such as the need to get permission from parents. Staff observed that it takes

Young people designing library spaces in Hertfordshire
The refurbishment of the Teenage Area in Watford was a successful example of young people
substantially influencing a library. Staff described in very enthusiastic terms the involvement of young
people in the refurbishment and hoped that young people may be involved in the design of library
spaces elsewhere in the county.
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time to put in place processes to address young people’s suggestions: for example, a request
for Reading Hackers to be able to contact each other will be addressed shortly at Hertfordshire
with the establishment of Facebook pages, which staff have been working to have authorised.
Another barrier to the normalisation of youth-led activities is the fact that volunteers often
drop out. This was identified as a practical problem in delivering Reading Hack, as problems
with volunteer retention limit the scope of what the programme can achieve. In order to
facilitate more youth-led activity, one staff member said she would need more time: “time to
engage, time to promote, to seek out young people and oversee groups”. She hopes to move
towards delivery of digital activities to embed the involvement of young volunteers, to use
their knowledge and skills more and not just their time in delivery.
While the normalisation of youth-led or co-produced activities has been achieved unevenly,
we heard positive comments from staff of their experiences so far of these activities. Staff at
Staffordshire were enthusiastic about Reading Hack’s nationally organised seed Project Fund,
where young people could pitch for small amounts of money to organise an event, or for a
larger sum to plan a Call for Ideas project. Staff commented on how this allowed the young
people to take responsibility for a whole project including budgeting and keeping to a
timescale.
“It was their idea. I talked them through the process to make sure they covered
the brief and after that they ran it entirely, they organised the materials, the
prizes and they ran the day. I think that was a really positive thing.” – Library staff,
Staffordshire
As Reading Hack is often used in a flexible way to describe any youth volunteering in
libraries, the programme allows for individual volunteers to lead their own projects in
libraries, providing for progression towards the normalisation of an approach based on coproduction. One volunteer in Manchester, for example, approached staff directly with her idea
of developing social media for volunteers, and produced a guide for use of the twitter account
so that other Reading Hackers could take it on.
Youth-led or co-produced activity as part of Reading Hack also varied across school libraries.
This was most clear in libraries with student librarian programmes. Through delegating almost
full responsibility for running the library, pupils and teachers visiting the library have grown to
see this as a habitual element of how it operates. In other cases however, the school libraries
focused on reading groups; these groups’ levels of co-produced activity varied according to the
confidence or pupils, with some requiring constant guidance while others only need occasional
facilitation.
It has been difficult for libraries to embed youth-led activity or co-production through Reading
Hack. Giving young people greater responsibility can help them to achieve their full potential,
but libraries have found organisational and other constraints to this model of Reading Hack
delivery.
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Staff attitudes to young people
Library staff sometimes said that they and their colleagues were used to working with young
people, often referring to the fact that summer volunteering is a well-established programme,
with young volunteers crucial to its success. Sometimes staff said they might have found it
difficult to work with young people in the past, or even that there was “some suspicion” on the
part of staff about how they could work with young people. However, staff “have been on a
journey for some time” when it comes to young people’s participation in library services,
and recognise the positive outcomes and added value that can result from this participation.
“The presence of young people in the library has an impact on the staff – it breaks
down barriers between those age groups. In some libraries where they don’t have
groups for young people and they don’t have young volunteers there’s definitely a
bit more of a stigma towards young people using the library. Because the group
comes in here and the staff get to know them, and realise that they want to help
and that they’re passionate about what they do, it makes them look at other
young people in a different way. It doesn’t always happen that way, but it does
break down the barriers to an extent.” – Staff member, Telford & Wrekin
Staff often described their attitudes to working alongside young people in positive terms,
saying that they have an increased level of trust in allowing young people to come up with
their own ideas.
“If I ask them to do a display I know what I want but I hold back and let them do
what they want to do.” – Library staff, Staffordshire
Despite such positive comments from library staff there has often been some hesitancy in
involving young people in the library service in a wider range of ways, as well as a lack of
understanding of what young people are capable of. This is most noticeable in the tendency
to ask young volunteers to do tasks such as stacking shelves. This issue is exacerbated when
staff find it difficult to communicate and share learning with each other across libraries due to
capacity constraints, leading to a loss of opportunities for working together. Having someone
in a coordinating role to champion the Reading Hack programme can help, for example the
Reading Hack coordinator in Croydon has been able to demonstrate and showcase to other
staff and libraries how much young people are capable of if they are given the opportunity and
the support to take responsibility for events and activities.
“They’re wary of trusting young people with too much responsibility – that’s why
DofE students end up shelving books instead of anything more interesting.
Showing examples of how it can work can help – I know first-hand that young
people can do a lot, I can see the potential, so sharing those case studies can
help.” – Library staff, Croydon
As young people are the primary audience in school libraries, it is no surprise that staff already
had a positive attitude towards them. Despite this, we did observe some changes in attitudes
where the increased levels of agency and responsibility surprised school librarians. Again, this
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was clearest in libraries with student librarian programmes, but also where pupils took on
youth-led projects and coordinated events such as awards ceremonies or cake sales.
Staff are positive about young people, and further involvement of young people in libraries
could lead to continued positive outcomes, including greater reach in the community and
increased use of the library as a resource.
Positive experiences of working with young people in Hertfordshire
In Hertfordshire, staff are proud of their young volunteers; one staff member said they bring a “spark”
to the library, and stories about Reading Hackers are often shared on the staff bulletin, alongside best
practice in delivering the programme. There has been a lot of corporate concern to get relations
between staff and Reading Hackers established in a positive and appropriate way.
The service development team emphasised that staff need confidence and support. Initially there had
been some uncertainty amongst staff due to changes in library delivery, and some anxieties: ‘can we do
this?’, ‘where does this fit with our processes?’.
They recognised that staff required reassurance, so the Reading Hack Coordinator role was created in a
very systematic way, with one staff member in each library appointed to the role, and material made
available to the Coordinators to support them in their role. Hertfordshire staff have proven to be
adaptable and the Reading Hack Coordinators meet up to discuss their experiences and provide support
for each other.
Staff at Hertfordshire feel that managing volunteers is important. Without it, they say, young people
would not learn and develop, and libraries would miss the opportunity to embed volunteering in their
service and make links with other parts of the universal offer. Young people may find the ‘blank sheet
approach’ difficult to understand, so staff start by offering suggestions to participants. Young people are
provided with the space and confidence to express their ideas, and will see that the library is willing to
explore these ideas and give them opportunities to take them further.

Staff ability to work with young people
Staff often said that their ability to work with young people had improved through delivering
Reading Hack. Sometimes they referred to a general increased confidence in engaging with
teenagers, and a greater understanding of how to work with them. A few staff members
talked about building relationships with year-round volunteers, and learning from these
ongoing volunteer journeys.
“It’s better when they stay with us because they start to build relationships with
the library staff and the other volunteers and they start to learn and then it gets
easier as well.” – Library staff, Staffordshire
Some library staff provided more detail about the lessons they have learnt about how to
deliver Reading Hack in the best way through working effectively with young people. They said
that it is important to move quickly to maintain interest levels, and suggest that it is also
necessary to find out what young people want to do and what their strengths are, so as to
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give appropriate opportunities. This allows the volunteering experience to become an
exchange with clear benefits for both volunteer and library. Croydon found that matching the
level of responsibility given to young people to their level of maturity alleviated interpersonal
conflicts amongst Reading Hack volunteers, which had previously been challenging for staff to
manage. In Telford, one staff member said that staff have learnt to make allowances for minor
examples of ‘teenage behaviour’ such as problems with timekeeping or forgetfulness in
notifying staff that they are leaving.
Hertfordshire views Reading Hack as a development opportunity for libraries and has put in
place some administrative measures to make it easier for staff to deliver Reading Hack and
therefore work better with young people. For example, Reading Hack Coordinators maintain a
central log of tasks that Reading Hackers can carry out, and each library has a detailed folder
that staff and young people can see, which allows messages to be left, and also provides a
means for data to be gathered, for example on the amount of volunteering time that has taken
place.
“Young people bring in a different dimension to a library, they add a social
element and staff look at themselves differently.” – Staff member, year 2
Library staff did note some institutional barriers to better working with young people
however. As the library is an adult work environment, there can be access or health and safety
issues around the presence of young people, particularly since young people cannot be left to
work on their own. The lack of a specific area for volunteers to meet in and make use of can
also hamper the development of Reading Hack. Young people are also unable to make
resourcing decisions, which places a limit on their ability to organise activities without staff
supervision. Finally, one library staff member said that staff often work across multiple
libraries, which can hamper their ability to form relationships with Reading Hackers.
As young people are the primary audience in school libraries, most of the staff we talked to
already had good working relationships with them. In a few instances, school librarians
reported a positive change in dynamic from teacher-student to supervisor-employee, with the
pupils being given more opportunity to take initiative rather than be told exactly what to do.
Library staff are positive about working with young people and are developing an
understanding of how best to do so, having experienced some barriers to effective working.
Libraries can help young people to achieve their full potential by integrating them more fully
into the library service alongside staff.

Staff willingness to try new ideas and approaches to reading related activities
Part and parcel of the coproduction approach is library staff’s ability to take on board young
people’s ideas and Reading Hack has clearly shown this happening.
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YOUNG PEOPLE ARE ENCOURAGED TO
CONTRIBUTE CREATIVE IDEAS
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

64% 57%
53%
24%

34% 30%

Strongly agree

3% 4% 3%

0% 0% 0%

8% 5% 13%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure

Agree

WE ACTIVELY SEEK FEEDBACK FROM
YOUNG PEOPLE
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

60% 61% 63%
23% 24%

13%

Strongly agree

Agree

3% 3% 7%

0% 0% 0%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

14% 13% 17%
Not sure

As the national survey data above shows, library staff have been consistently receptive to
young people’s ideas across the three years of the evaluation. In our case study fieldwork, we
found this particularly around social media and attracting other young people to come to the
library.
“They’ve got more ideas, better than we have, about how to attract teens to the
library...We’ve got our ideas but actually we need their ideas.” – Library staff
Staff described some changes in library practice as a result of having the Reading Hackers
present, such as more innovative displays created by young people, or events that young
people have organised. In some cases, however, staff felt that the activities Reading Hackers
do are linked to things the libraries do anyway, and are therefore not difficult for staff to
incorporate. Library staff also stressed the importance of not making the volunteering
experience feel like school, saying that the young people need to be given the freedom to be
social and have fun at the same time as helping out.
One strategic stakeholder described a shift in the library culture at Manchester: if an adult
complains about a youth activity happening, for example because of the noise, they will be
asked to come back a different time. He said that a library “can’t be all things to all people at
all times”, describing increased staff confidence in understanding that this is the case, and in
learning how to do things differently.
We observed the same impacts in school libraries, with librarians happily accepting ideas from
pupils on how best to promote their stock and services to the wider student body. Some
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examples include taking the old dust jackets off the classics to improve their visual appeal, as
well as taking inspiration from TV’s Great British Bake Off to have a book-inspired baking
competition that enticed a far broader audience than the library’s usual crowd.
Library staff value the creativity that young people bring to the library, which helps them to
achieve their target of cultural and creative enrichment of the community. Young people are
perceived as being full of ideas for reading-related activities, which staff are keen to harness to
expand access to the library locally.

5.5 Impact on staff capacity
Despite Reading Hack’s emphasis on a youth-led and co-produced approach, some library staff
have reported impacts on their capacity.

READING HACK HAS HELPED INCREASE
LIBRARY CAPACITY
Year 1
33% 29%
4% 8%

15%

Strongly agree

Year 2

Year 3
46% 42%

40%
20%

25%

15% 16%

Agree

2% 4% 0%

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure

READING HACK HAS CREATED EXTRA
WORK FOR US
Year 1
40%
34% 39%
7% 7%

15%

Strongly agree

Year 2

29%

Year 3

38%

28%

20%

17% 20%

2% 0% 5%
Agree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Not sure

The national survey data above demonstrates a mixed impact of Reading Hack on staff
capacity. Many library staff stated that the programme had created extra work for them (with
41-55% over years 1 – 3 agreeing that it had done so); while over a third believed that Reading
Hack had helped increase capacity. This difference in opinion was borne out through our case
study research.
Staff we talked to commonly described Reading Hack as a challenge to their capacity, though
this was more often the case for year-round volunteers or Reading Hack groups rather than
summer volunteers, since the Summer Reading Challenge is a well-established programme
that needs capacity in the form of young volunteers in order to be delivered.
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Whether the model in place was based on Reading Hack groups or general volunteering, staff
found that Reading Hack volunteers needed a significant amount of supervision and
management. In some libraries staff members have found themselves overwhelmed by the
support they have had to give.
“They’re lovely and they do so much for us but there’s other times when they’re
high maintenance and you do have to spend quite a lot of time supporting them,
but we see that as part of it.” – Library staff, Staffordshire
Retention of volunteers at the end of the summer has proven to be difficult in some libraries,
with the need to constantly recruit volunteers being a drain on staff capacity. Other libraries
had the opposite problem, and restricted the number of volunteering positions available,
sometimes carrying out initial interviews to ensure that potential Reading Hackers understand
what is required of them. Staff described a difference between volunteer roles whereby
summer volunteers had clear roles and more of a sense of engagement and enjoyment taking
place compared to the year-round volunteers. This was particularly the case when volunteers
may only come in for one hour per week, because the staff capacity required for organising
these volunteers is not met by the capacity gained by the library from the volunteers.
In some cases, the attitude of Duke of Edinburgh volunteers gave rise to a staff perception that
they are there “to tick boxes”. Staff sometimes worry that they spend time offering young
people opportunities that they do not want, contacting them regularly, for example, when the
Reading Hackers are not interested in hearing from them. Staff find that consistently
delivering activities using volunteers is difficult, as volunteers can be unreliable, which
means that staff must take on additional burdens.
“The appeal of volunteers is that they can do wonderful things, but the reality is
that volunteers need to be organised, which takes staff time.” – Library staff,
Hertfordshire
“Managing volunteers is only a small part of my overall role, and I have had to
learn what works as I go along, including how to advertise the opportunities and
activities.” – Staff member, Manchester
In some cases, the initial investment of staff time in Reading Hack could not be continued,
particularly in cases where a library faced broader challenges in resourcing, such as changes in
staffing or restructures. Some staff, for example at Telford, pointed out that libraries have to
explore ways to offer opportunities to the local community generally, and that capacity must
be shared across a range of programmes or service areas, rather than being allocated to young
people specifically.
To address challenges to staff capacity, Croydon changed approach in the third year of the
programme, when the Library Ambassadors roles were developed and launched, aiming to
provide both benefits to the young people involved, and support for library staff to deliver
existing activities. Library staff hope to embed these roles in libraries, making the Reading Hack
approach of co-production with young people sustainable in the longer term.
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Nevertheless, staff maintained a positive attitude towards the embedding of opportunities for
young people in libraries and often commented that activities could be delivered more easily
with youth volunteer participation than would otherwise be the case. In Telford, for example,
there have been events at all four main libraries for the first time in years. With only one staff
member responsible for Reading Hackers, not much staff capacity is needed for organising
volunteers.
Staff said that young people can be quicker to organise certain things, that they push for
tasks to be accomplished and that they are digitally aware, which means that they are able
to help computer users. Staff in Staffordshire commented that having adult volunteers acting
as mentors to the young volunteers could ensure the resilience and longevity of the library
service there.
Library staff repeatedly said that the Summer Reading Challenge could not be delivered
without summer volunteers, while some libraries maintained a pool of volunteers over the
summer who could be put on a rota to cover activities, improving library capacity to deliver
services. Many library staff expressed hope that year-round youth volunteering could be
developed further in future.
“I would have struggled to deliver some activities without Reading Hackers.” –
Staff member, Manchester
Staff in school libraries described how Reading Hack could be a hindrance or a help on their
capacity depending on various factors. These included: the confidence of pupils to carry out
volunteering or reading-inspired activities on their own or with supervision, the level of
training required if pupils were taking on student librarian positions as well as the level of
assistance provided by other school staff including teachers.
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6. Conclusions, transferrable learning and
recommendations
This chapter outlines the key success factors and areas of transferrable learning identified from
our evaluation, and sets out some recommendations for the future of the programme.
The recent Libraries Deliver: Ambition for Public Libraries in England 2016-202152 vision
document from The Libraries Taskforce presented seven key outcomes for libraries:
1. Cultural and creative enrichment
2. Increased reading and literacy
3. Improved digital access and literacy
4. Helping everyone achieve their full potential
5. Healthier and happier lives
6. Greater prosperity
7. Stronger, more resilient communities

Reading Hack’s planned outcomes are closely aligned to this vision:
For participants:


Increased employability and raised aspirations



Long-lasting enjoyment and engagement with reading



Improved well-being

For organisations:


Improved networks and influence in their work with young people



Increased ability and confidence to empower young people through reading-based
activity

Our evaluation shows that both participants and organisations agree that Reading Hack has
been a successful programme, and evidence suggests that it is achieving many of these
planned outcomes, and thus living up to, and leading, the vision of what a modern library
should be.
Reading Hack is helping young people develop transferable skills in teamwork, leadership,
planning and problem-solving, communication as well as increasing their self-esteem. This is
particularly evident where participants have been involved in event planning, and especially

52
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where activity has been youth-led or co-produced. The skills developed are key ones for
employability, as evidenced by a recent CIPD survey which found employers rated teamwork
and communication as two of the top three employability skills. Our evaluation also found that
participating in Reading Hack made young people more positive about attaining further
education and future employment.
In addition, Reading Hack is supporting creative development, especially where participants
have had the freedom to experiment through youth-led or co-produced activity.
The programme has had a positive effect on reading and library use, aligning with the national
curriculum’s goal to promote reading for pleasure. However, it is worth noting that existing
enthusiasm for literature was high amongst volunteers.
Where young people have been trusted to play an active role in design and delivery of library
activity, this has provided a welcome contrast to the more structured environment of school
and has encouraged development. Participants have described feelings of agency and
empowerment, and a sense of responsibility.
Reading Hack is encouraging active citizenship, as a large number of participants are keen to
continue volunteering in future and describe feelings of doing something worthwhile. This
aligns to the national curriculum’s ambition for young people to “develop an interest in, and
commitment to, participation in volunteering”.
As a result of participating in the programme, young people volunteering in public libraries feel
more a part of their community, through talking to people they wouldn’t have talked to
otherwise, meeting members of public in the library and interacting with all ages. As an
understanding of the local community is considered a key employability skill, this is likely to
help participants with employment prospects in future.
For organisations involved in Reading Hack, the programme has been seen to promote the
reach of libraries through an increased capacity to deliver events and activities. This in turn is
perceived to have provided cultural and creative enrichment for the community.
The programme has led to the development of existing community partnerships and in some
cases the establishment of new ones, particularly with educational institutions.
Finally, participant organisations report an increased trust in young people to lead, as well as
confidence in working with young people.

6.1 Success factors
The key success factors for Reading Hack to be both sustainable and effective at achieving the
impacts presented in chapters 4 and 5 include:


Activity is co-produced with young people
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Young people are involved in problem solving around resource constraints e.g.
developing funding bids for the Reading Hack Project Fund



Youth-co-produced activity becomes embedded within services, with programmes
designed around this approach rather than being available as an optional extra,
thereby enabling sustainability



Partnerships are in place or are developed with local organisations with similar
priorities



Reading Hack activities have a clear link to national and local strategic priorities

6.2 The Reading Hack ethos
In following the journeys of our case study sites over the last three years, it has become
apparent that the positive value and impact of Reading Hack lies in its ethos of co-production
with young people. If this ethos is embedded, then it does not necessarily matter what
Reading Hack looks like exactly, or whether the name is used and recognised among Reading
Hackers.
At the beginning of the programme and the evaluation, while the youth-led ethos of Reading
Hack was clear, the focus was on establishing successful delivery models. The programme has
now evolved to the point where the co-production ethos is the core asset, giving organisations
the freedom to experiment and find the model that suits them. The Reading Agency has
actively encouraged this flexibility, providing leadership and vision, gathering best practice and
sharing the learning continuously to help authorities to find a delivery model that works for
them and that can be used sustainably to embed an ethos of youth co-production.
There are, however, two main risks associated with this flexible approach to embedding the
Reading Hack ethos: first, that there is confusion about what constitutes a Reading Hack
participant; and second, that libraries slip back into more comfortable, traditional ways of
working with young people. Indeed, in several case study locations, examples of both these
were apparent. Some library staff expressed confusion if all their young volunteers were
considered Reading Hackers, because of the wide range of activities they may take part in and
the extent to which these activities are youth-led or co-produced. For example, young
volunteers delivering the Summer Reading Challenge; or designing and delivering an event
might be considered Reading Hackers, leading to a lack of clarity about what Reading Hack is
all about. In other examples, library staff felt unsure of whether their Reading Hack activities
were in line with what The Reading Agency considers to be Reading Hack because they were
focused only on youth volunteering rather than other “strands” of the programme (e.g.
reading-inspired activity, or peer advocacy), or because the activities were integrated with
other strands of library activity. This suggests that some staff didn’t fully understand the inbuilt
flexibility of the national brand.
 Recommendation: Delivery organisations should consider how to sustain the coproduction ethos as part of a sustainable youth engagement delivery model.
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6.3 Choosing the right model for sustainability
Over the course of the programme, most of the case study library authorities tried several
different models of delivering Reading Hack to find an approach that worked best for them.
The two main driving forces in identifying the best model were a) minimising the burden on
staff capacity and b) attracting and retaining young volunteers.
Reading Hack models where groups of young people meet regularly to design, plan, and
deliver events and activities are very motivating for the young volunteers as they gain valuable
skills and the satisfaction of a tangible output such as a legacy object, like a book or film, or an
event at which they can clearly see the enjoyment others derive from what they have put
together. However, this model is often very time-intensive for members of staff, and can also
lead to Reading Hack being perceived as separate from the core library activities rather than
embedded in library delivery. Another challenge is that a project-based approach can lead to
volunteers dropping out once a project has come to an end. Volunteers dipping in and out in
this way does not work well for libraries, as they need commitment in order to really benefit
from the enthusiasm and engagement of young people.
As a result, some library authorities have shifted to focus more on ongoing volunteering
opportunities for young volunteers. A more traditional volunteering model tends to be less
time-consuming for staff, and it can support the delivery of core library activities such as
having young people volunteering to help people use technology in the library. This can help
Reading Hack become more sustainable when libraries are struggling for staff capacity and
resources. If a volunteering model is chosen, however, it is vital that the activities young
people can get involved in are meaningful and provide development opportunities. Indeed,
some staff members commented that there is a risk that young volunteers can end up being
used as extra library assistants rather than facilitating their personal development. Similarly,
for volunteers who were given more prescriptive volunteer roles, lack of variety was offputting as they felt that Reading Hack implied a more creative role.
Using a model that does not appeal to young people or keep them engaged can create
additional pressures on staff members, because problems with volunteer retention mean staff
have to spend time regularly recruiting for new volunteers. Some library staff members noted
the importance of having an exchange take place, rather than a one-way relationship, so that
both the library and the young person gain meaningful benefits.
 Recommendation: Organisations must navigate the pros and cons of different Reading
Hack models to find an approach that balances the needs and challenges of the
organisation and staff with the need to sustain a meaningful, youth-led approach that
engages and stimulates young people to stay involved with libraries and reading, and
encourages others to do the same. Working with young people to design Reading Hack
roles and activities that strike this balance could be an effective way of approaching this
challenge and role-modelling co-production with young people. Similarly, involving
previous Reading Hack volunteers in designing and delivering the training for new
volunteers for Summer Reading Challenge has been effective in some libraries and could
be rolled-out as an approach across all library authorities.
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6.4 Linking Reading Hack to other local and national strategic
priorities
Several stakeholders noted the importance of linking Reading Hack to wider priorities within
the library authority or Council, and strategic library sector development in order for the
programme to be fully embedded in library service delivery. Gaining support from senior
leaders in these contexts helps to ensure the sustainability of the programme, and the
nationally recognised status of Reading Hack is viewed as an important way for libraries to
raise awareness and gain support for their work with young people.
Similarly, making the links explicit between Reading Hack and national priorities and initiatives
such as encouraging youth social action, improving literacy, and supporting the delivery of the
national curriculum (see chapter 2) also contributes to the success of the programme and
support from senior stakeholders.
“When you are a librarian within a library service within a local authority, it’s not
good to be seen as niche, you’ve got to be really clear about how you link
everything up.” – Strategic stakeholder, Staffordshire
 Recommendation: Align Reading Hack to local strategic priorities like increasing
engagement with young people, raising aspirations and addressing isolation and antisocial
behaviour. National initiatives like Step Up to Serve’s #Iwill campaign will help to leverage
buy-in to the programme.
Reading Hack evidenced an impact on young people’s confidence and wellbeing. Increasingly,
there has been a merging of different campaigns and programmes, with young people
volunteering for the BBC LovetoRead campaign in 2017, Shakespeare Week in 2018, and
creating ‘hacks’ that bring the Reading Well for Young People mental health list to life,
encouraging young people to be more aware of mental health issues. This has the potential to
embed Reading Hack within health and wellbeing outcomes.


Recommendation: Embed Reading Hack in other campaigns and programmes like Reading
Well and the development of library sector Universal Offers to support the sustainable
legacy of the programme and its learning. The role of the Reading Hack brand

The case study library authorities identified several aspects of the Reading Hack brand that
they find valuable in their work with young people. This included the significance of a
nationally recognised framework to offer young people, access to the website and materials
and a motivation to set and reach more challenging targets.
However, there were also aspects of the Reading Hack brand that libraries found more
difficult. Several case study library authorities felt that the name “Reading Hack” was difficult
to explain and that it caused some confusion among library staff and young people alike. For
example, some were concerned that the emphasis on ‘Reading’ may put young people off as it
reinforces the idea that libraries are only about books, while the word ‘Hack’ may be a barrier
to getting people involved as it can make it sound too IT-related, or be hard to understand.
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 Recommendation: The Reading Agency may wish to explore how the name “Reading
Hack” affects perceptions of the programme, particularly as the delivery model evolves
towards more year-round volunteering opportunities and away from running Reading Hack
groups that meet to come up with and delivery “hacks”.

6.5 Working with different age groups
Several case study library authorities mentioned challenges or successes relating to working
with different age groups, and this could provide useful learning for Reading Hack initiatives in
other libraries.
Having groups of young people of different ages was found to work especially well, as the
older young people could take on a mentoring or leadership role, supporting the younger
volunteers, with benefits to both age groups, as well as the potential to free up some staff
capacity. In this model, the younger Reading Hack volunteers are also provided with a role
model to aspire to, which may keep them engaged in the longer-term with a view to becoming
mentors to younger volunteers in the future.
Where the ages of Reading Hack volunteers are more consistent, this can work well for some
delivery models e.g. ongoing volunteering roles that are embedded in existing library services,
when the volunteers are older (e.g. 16 and above) and can take on more responsibility.
Specifically targeting older young people can be a pragmatic approach to dealing with
stretched staff capacity. In contrast, having a group of younger volunteers (e.g. 12-13) can
require a significant amount of staff time as it is less appropriate to give these young people
the same level of responsibility as the older Reading Hackers, and there is no opportunity to
encourage leadership from within the group.
 Recommendation: Consider the pros and cons of working with different age groups in
delivering Reading Hack, and make informed decisions about how best to balance the
varied needs of young people of different ages with the capacity of staff and needs of the
organisations delivering it.

6.6 Partnerships as a success factor
One of key perceived success factors for Reading Hack was having existing partnerships with
similar goals. Partnerships with youth services make it relatively easy for libraries to deliver
Reading Hack activities because the networks are already in place to do so. Reading Hack
provides libraries with a framework, ethos, and network of young people and partners to get
projects off the ground quickly, whereas libraries that do not have an established Reading Hack
programme often struggle to make the most of opportunities that arise, because they lack the
framework to do so.
 Recommendation: Organisations with existing local partnerships should consider how they
can be strengthened to support Reading Hack delivery: this brings benefits to both
partners as well as to the young people involved.
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6.7 Having an individual/s in a lead coordinating role
Having someone in a coordinating role with experience and confidence in how to engage
effectively with young people, build relationships with them, inspire them, and trust them
with responsibility, means that they can support, encourage and guide other staff members to
work in new creative and youth-led or co-produced ways with young people. In the absence of
this, staff may start to revert back to more comfortable, traditional approaches to involving
young people, and in turn young people would be more likely to disengage or to only use the
opportunity to add something to their CV rather than truly engaging with libraries and
developing their skills and confidence. Where such a role was not in place, for example due to
staff changes or restructures that have shifted to more ‘generic’ librarian roles, some of the
expertise of children’s librarians has been lost, creating challenges for delivering Reading Hack
effectively.
 Recommendation: organisations could consider giving responsibility for Reading Hack
delivery to a named individual(s) who already has expertise in engaging with young people.
This can help to ensure the successful delivery of the programme and to embed the
Reading Hack ethos of co-production with young people.

6.8 Transferability to other settings
Library staff and strategic stakeholders were asked for their views of how transferrable the
Reading Hack model is to other settings such as schools, community centres, or youth groups.
Overall, library authorities felt that Reading Hack could be transferred to other settings,
however they raised some points for consideration.
Some suggested that different Reading Hack models could work better in one setting more
than another. The model of having a Reading Hack group that meets regularly to come up with
“hacks” may work better in schools than in libraries because the young people are already
there, the work can fit within the school curriculum, and young people can focus on specific
activities, projects or events. In contrast, the volunteering aspect of Reading Hack seems to
work better for libraries because it provides meaningful experience for young people while
meeting capacity needs of libraries. They felt there was also scope for schools and libraries to
form partnerships where they deliver different but complementary Reading Hack models that
young people could get involved in.
Others felt that Reading Hack could give a sense of purpose to youth groups and community
centres, but some library staff had concerns about Reading Hack in schools. They felt that one
of the aspects of Reading Hack that young people enjoy is that it feels very different to school,
as they are given more freedom and autonomy, are in a space where they are listened to and
respected, and have a choice about whether to participate. Some young people also reflected
this sentiment, and said they saw the library as a safe space where they could be themselves.
“The library isn’t an environment where you are forced to adapt to it.” – RH
participant, Hertfordshire
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As such, there was a feeling among some interviewees that if Reading Hack was transferred to
school settings, it could then be deemed a ‘school activity’, which may cause problems in
attracting young people who enjoy Reading Hack as a specifically non-school activity.
 Recommendation: While there is scope for Reading Hack to be introduced in other
settings, different models of delivery may work better in different settings.

6.9 Support from The Reading Agency
Some case study library authorities suggested ways in which The Reading Agency could further
support them to develop Reading Hack in their libraries. These suggestions were:


Some library staff members felt there was scope to encourage schools to form
partnerships with libraries, especially if schools begin delivering Reading Hack
activities themselves. This would enable schools to deliver the volunteering aspect of
Reading Hack by encouraging their young people to volunteer in libraries, in a similar
way to work experience or DofE students, bringing benefits to the libraries, schools,
and young people alike.
 Recommendation: Public libraries and school libraries within the same local
authority should consider working in partnership, if they are not already doing so.
There is great potential for sharing and referring young volunteers, in addition to
joint projects.
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Others requested more ‘off the shelf’ resources; an online forum for library staff in
order to sustain best practice sharing and lessons learnt; and a continued training offer
for library staff on youth engagement.



Some library staff value the Reading Hack branded items such as T-shirts, lanyards and
badges as they help to give Reading Hackers a feeling of belonging. Young people also
said that they liked having t-shirts and badges to make them stand out as volunteers.
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Appendix A: Theories of change
The two theories of change that follow were developed at the start of the three-year Reading Hack programme, to inform the evaluation approach.
Key success factors and barriers were added as the evaluation has progressed.
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